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Letter from the Dean

I am so pleased to be able to share with you the 2011–2012 Annual Report of the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study. This report is particularly special to me, as it covers the first year of my deanship.

I came to the Institute in July 2011 as interim dean. Being a historian, naturally I wanted to gather a sense of Radcliffe’s evolution—from a series of classes offered to women by Harvard faculty members at the turn of the 20th century, to Radcliffe College, to the Radcliffe Institute, Harvard’s institute for advanced study. Past annual reports—especially those from the late 1950s and early 1960s, when the program that became the Bunting Institute was developed—were invaluable in piecing that history together because they provided a glimpse into Radcliffe’s inner workings. I hope that this annual report, too, will give you a picture of “a year in the life of the Radcliffe Institute.”

And what a year it was! As you will see from these pages, we had a full calendar: conferences on women in the workplace, motors occurring in nature, the city-university connection, and women’s role in movements for democratic change; lectures by scholars, artists, and public intellectuals; fellows’ presentations, both public and nonpublic; faculty-led Exploratory Seminars on a staggering range of topics; lunches, receptions, and question-and-answer sessions with students; and exhibits displaying fellows’ art, exploring conference themes, and showcasing materials from the Schlesinger Library’s collections.

What may not be evident as you read this report is the amount of planning—and the valuable discovery process—that goes into this programming. Take our conference “Women Making Democracy,” for example. This event was the first task I set myself to upon being named interim dean. Planning began in July, with a core group of faculty members calling in to meetings from their summer locations and sending e-mails at all hours from different time zones. The energy around “Arab Spring” drove the process, and the program came together quickly. By early fall, we were able to turn our attention to developing a dramatic reading and panel discussion to open the conference and to planning related events all over the university. When the day of the conference finally arrived, we could not have been more pleased with the results of all of this planning. The gym was full to overflowing with nearly 400 attendees, and people tuned in online from all over the world to watch the live webcast. Video of the conference is now available on our website at www.radcliffe.harvard.edu/event/2012women-making-democracy.
In fact you can find video and further information about many of the activities and programs mentioned in this annual report on our new website, www.radcliffe.harvard.edu. One of the greatest accomplishments of 2012–2013 has been upgrading our website and our events spaces so that we can live webcast and videotape our public programming. These changes bring Radcliffe firmly into the 21st century and allow us to share the work we do with an audience that is not only broad and public, but also global.

I invite you to explore all the Institute has to offer—and I hope you will join us, either in person or via the Internet, very soon!

Lizabeth Cohen
Radcliffe Institute Dean
December 2012

I hope that this annual report . . . will give you a picture of “a year in the life of the Radcliffe Institute.”
Chimamanda Adichie
Perrin Moorhead Grayson and Bruns Grayson Fellow and Radcliffe–African Studies Fellow
Independent Writer (Nigeria)
Fiction
A New Novel

John Aylward
Rieman and Baketel Fellow for Music
Clark University
Music Composition
New England Poets: A Work for Soprano and Chamber Ensemble

Stefi Baum
Elizabeth S. and Richard M. Cashin Fellow
Rochester Institute of Technology
Astronomy
Constraints on Heating and Cooling in the Intracluster Medium: Implications for Galaxy Formation

Reginald Dwayne Betts
University of Maryland
Poetry
Near Burn and Burden

David Bezmozgis
Lisa Goldberg Fellow
Independent Writer (Canada)
Fiction
The Betrayers

Laurel Bossen
The Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation Fellow
McGill University
Anthropology
Female Labor and Footbinding in Rural China, 1900–1950

Michael P. Brenner
Suzanne Young Murray Fellow
Harvard University
Mathematics and Applied Mathematics
Science and Cooking, and Other Applied Mathematical Adventures

Melissa Brown
Frieda L. Miller Fellow
Minnesota Population Center
Anthropology
Female Labor and Footbinding in Rural China, 1900–1950

Alessandra Buonanno
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation Fellow
University of Maryland
Physics
Modeling Gravitational Waves from Merging Black Holes

Cristina Maria Cervone
Bunting Fellow
Independent Scholar (United States)
Literature
Vernacular Poetics of Metaphor: Middle English and the Corporate Subject

Whitney Chadwick
San Francisco State University
Art History
In the Company of Women: Female Sexuality and Empowerment in the Surrealist World

Tom Conley
Walter Jackson Bate Fellow
Harvard University
Literature
Engineering, Poetry, Mapping: Baroque Literature and Cartography in Early Modern France

Paul G. Falkowski
Grass Fellow
Rutgers University
Evolutionary and Organismic Biology
From Star Dust to Life

Susanne Freidberg
Burkhardt Fellow
Dartmouth College
Geography
Diet for a Warm Planet: Debating the Future Map of Food

Rosemarie Garland-Thomson
Maury Green Fellow
Emory University
Cultural Studies
Habitable Worlds: Eugenic Spaces and Democratic Spaces

Amy Goldstein
Katherine Hampson Bessell Fellow
Washington Post
Journalism
Slipping Downhill: How Changes in the US Economy Are Transforming Lives and Reshaping our National Identity

Carla Gomes
Cornell University
Computer Science
Computational Sustainability: Computational Methods for a Sustainable Environment, Economy, and Society

Annette Gordon-Reed
Carol K. Pforzheimer Professor at Radcliffe
Harvard University
History
“The Most Blessed of Patriarchs”: Thomas Jefferson and the Empire of the Imagination

Maria Gough
Suzanne Young Murray Fellow
Harvard University
Art History
Radical Tourists in Soviet Photographic Utopia

Cristina Grasseni
David and Roberta Logie Fellow and Radcliffe-Harvard Film Study Center Fellow
Università degli studi di Bergamo (Italy)
Anthropology
Skilled Visions: Critical Ecologies of Belonging

Ralph Hanna
University of Oxford (United Kingdom)
English Literature
Yorkshire Writers: Provincial Literary Communities in Late Medieval England

Karen Henson
Bunting Fellow
Columbia University
Musicology
Acoustic Orpheus: Opera and Early Sound Recording, 1877 to 1906

Uzodinma Iweala
Independent Writer (United States)
Fiction
Speak No Evil

Ray Jayawardhana
William Bentinck-Smith Fellow
University of Toronto (Canada)
Astronomy
Extreme Worlds: Close-In and Far-Out Extrasolar Planets

Jin Jiang
Radcliffe-Harvard Yenching Institute Fellow
East China Normal University (China)
Modern Chinese History
The City and the Revolution: Shanghai under the Communists

Tayari Jones
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Fiction
Dear History: A Novel

Gal A. Kaminka
Evelyn Green Davis Fellow
Bar Ilan University (Israel)
Computer Science
Curing Robot Autism

Pei-Chia Lan
Radcliffe-Harvard Yenching Institute Fellow
National Taiwan University (Taiwan)
Sociology
Parenting in the Context of Globalization
Rebekah Lee
Rita E. Hauser Fellow
Goldsmiths, University of London (United Kingdom)
History
Managing Uncertainty: Death and Memory in Modern South Africa

Judith Grant Long
Joy Foundation Fellow
Harvard Graduate School of Design
Urban and Regional Planning
Olympic Urbanism: From Rome to Rio

Stephen Mann
Lillian Gollay Knafel Fellow and Wyss Institute Fellow
University of Bristol (United Kingdom)
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Systems of Creation: From Protocell Autonomy to Synthetic Life

Mortaza Mardiha
Independent Writer (Iran)
Philosophy
The Effect of Modern Scientific Methodology on Modern Political Thought

Diane McWhorter
Mildred Londa Weisman Fellow
Independent Scholar (United States)
Journalism
Moon of Alabama: From Nazi Germany to Tranquility Base, via the Segregated American South

Eric Nelson
Burkhardt Fellow
Harvard University
Political Science
Thinking the Revolution: American Political Thought, 1763–1789

Teri W. Odom
Hrdy Fellow
Northwestern University
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Low-Cost Diagnostic Tools for Resource-Poor Countries

Kara Oehler
Radcliffe-Harvard Film Study Center Fellow
Media And Place (MAP) Productions/metaLAB (at) Harvard
Film, Video, Sound, and New Media
lines+points

Matías Piñeiro
David and Roberta Logie Fellow and Radcliffe-Harvard Film Study Center Fellow
Universidad del Cine (Argentina)
Film, Video, Sound, and New Media
Sarmiento, Translator

John Plotz
Brandeis University
Literature
Semi-Detached: The Aesthetics of Partial Absorption

Anne Pringle
Radcliffe Alumnae Fellow
Harvard University
Evolutionary and Organismic Biology
Understanding Life and Death in a Petersham Cemetery: The Demography of Lichens

Nasser Rabbat
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Architecture
A History of Islamic Architecture

Tova Reich
Independent Writer (United States)
Fiction
One Hundred Philistine Foreskins, A Novel

Re’em Sari
Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel)
Astronomy
Theoretical Astrophysics: From Planets to Giant Explosions

Tamar Schapiro
Stanford University
Philosophy
The Nature of Inclination and its Role in Action

Benny Shilo
Radcliffe Institute Fellow
Weizmann Institute of Science (Israel)
Genetics
The Wonders of Embryonic Development: Conveying the Concepts through Visual Sensations from the Macro World

Pamela Silver
Edward, Frances, and Shirley B. Daniels Fellow
Harvard University
Bioengineering
Integrating Biology for a Sustainable World

Daniel Lord Smail
Joy Foundation Fellow
Harvard University
History
Goods and Debts in Medieval Mediterranean Europe

David Stern
Beatrice Shepherd Blane Fellow
University of Pennsylvania
Literature
A History of the Jewish Book from Antiquity to the Present Day: The Biographies of 120 Books

Victor Valle
California Polytechnic State University
Nonfiction
Writing
The Poetics of Fire: On the Art of Chile Eating

Emma Wasserman
Mary I. Bunting Institute Fellow
Rutgers University
Religion
Apocalypticism and Hierarchy in the Letters of Paul

Margaret Weir
Matina S. Horner Distinguished Visiting Professor
University of California at Berkeley
Political Science
Building a New War on Poverty

Elizabeth A. Wilson
Helen Putnam Fellow
Emory University
Women’s and Gender Studies
Gut Feminism

GRADUATE FELLOWS

Martin Andersen
Harvard University
Economics
Essays in Health Economics

Jesse Rainbow
Harvard University
Religion
Textual Loss and Recovery in the Hebrew Bible

Sarah Zeiser
Harvard University
Literature
Latinity, Manuscripts, and the Rhetoric of Conquest in Late-11th-Century Wales

*Fall only
**Spring only
Over the past year, the programs of the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study flourished thanks to your generous support. Your gift benefitted the people, programs, and collections that make the Institute such a unique and dynamic place. The appointment of Lizbeth Cohen as dean signaled a renewed vigor in our efforts to advance knowledge and connect with Harvard faculty members and students; with artists, scientists, social scientists, and scholars from other institutions; and with the public.

As a way of engaging audiences beyond Cambridge, we took “Radcliffe on the Road,” hosting events in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and Palo Alto, reaching more than 400 individuals. The California events were titled “Radcliffe at the Crossroads of Science and Art,” and in New York, participants enjoyed programs by artists and astrophysicists and an evening backstage with Radcliffe Institute fellow John Tiffany RI ’12 at his production of *Once*.

Through our collaborations with the Harvard Alumni Association, we were able to reach out to local alumnae and those in reunion classes with invitations to special events at the Radcliffe Institute throughout the year. These included an informal talk by Nancy Cott before the Helen Horowitz lecture, “It’s Complicated: 375 Years of Women at Harvard,” and a luncheon during the “Women Making Democracy” conference. In addition, Dean Cohen participated in a 40th reunion event held at the home of Penny Grayson ’72. These events allow us to showcase the riches the Institute has to offer the Radcliffe and Harvard alumnae/i community.

In addition to the many events hosted by Academic Ventures and the lectures given by Radcliffe Institute fellows, the Schlesinger Library continued to expand and make more available its impressive collections. The library digitized 41 titles from the Radcliffe College Archives, including the Radcliffe Freshman Register, Courses of Instruction, and the Schlesinger Library Report. They also acquired 230 distinct collections, totaling 386.5 linear feet, and added 3,729 print volumes, including 350 volumes of culinary history and related domestic history. This additional content was made available to Harvard students and faculty, as well as outside researchers, many of whom cited the Schlesinger Library in their work.

To get the message out to the virtual world, the Advancement team worked to make our community of donors more visible on the Institute’s new website. This avenue of outreach has become increasingly important as online giving continues to grow and opportunities are created for individuals perusing the links to programing and watching our broadcasts. Through the dynamic new website, we hope our donors will feel even more connected to the work they support.

This is just a brief sample of the many ways we have worked to bring the rich intellectual life of the Institute to the Radcliffe/Harvard community and the world at large. The Radcliffe Institute is constantly evolving. Each year, a new crop of fellows settles in Radcliffe Yard to pursue advanced work across disciplines. Through Academic Ventures, the work of Harvard’s deep intellectual community is shared with the world. Finally, the Schlesinger Library shares its outstanding collections with thousands of students, faculty, and researchers. None of this would be possible without your support. Thank you!

*Joan Moynagh*
Director of Development
The Radcliffe Institute continues to return solid financial results, despite a high dependence on endowment distribution income. The 2011–2012 net result (change in reserves) was positive, despite increased spending and major capital investment.

Revenue increased 9 percent compared to the previous year, largely because of a 12 percent increase in the endowment distribution. Normal growth in the payout rate created a 4 percent increase, while new endowment funding provided the remainder of the growth. An 8 percent increase in rental income offset a decrease in bequest and cash gift income.

Higher program spending in 2011–2012 financed a growing set of new initiatives. The Fellowship Program increased the research partners program—in which undergraduates work with fellows—by 73 percent and also provided more graduate student support and fellow programming. The Schlesinger Library increased investment in equipment, staff training, acquisitions, and preservation and digitization projects. Academic Ventures doubled in size, reflecting a higher level of faculty participation and support and more programming in each discipline, including funding to develop an interactive website for the 2012–2013 “Take Note” conference and a growing public-policy Boston Area Research Initiative.

Nonprogramming spending increases funded the new Institute website, facility deferred maintenance, and operating costs related to capital projects. After depreciation, our adjusted “GAAP” operating result was $2.2 million.

In nonoperating activity, Radcliffe funded several large capital projects. These include upgrading the lighting and audiovisual capabilities of the Radcliffe Gym to improve audience experience and to enable us to web stream events, the final phase of our landscape master plan for the Radcliffe Yard, and renovations to Agassiz and Buckingham houses.

As of June 30, 2012, the Institute’s endowment had a market value of $524 million. Although this was a decrease of 4 percent over the prior June 30, new gifts to endowment helped mitigate the effect of the 2011–2012 endowment distribution and flat investment returns. Loans payable were $5.5 million at year-end.

The most recent five-year financial plan for the Institute incorporated funding for a capital reserve and demonstrated sufficient additional reserves to buffer our dependence on endowment income. The plan incorporated increased funding in each of our programs, and we hope that the support and generosity of our alumnae/i and friends will make it possible to fund the additional ambitious and exciting plans developed by Dean Cohen and our program directors, which still remain on the drawing board.

Susan S. Pintus
Associate Dean of Finance
### Revenue (in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Distribution</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental Income*</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current-Use Cash Gift Income</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Income</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>27.7</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Expenses by Function (in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fellowship Program Expenditures</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlesinger Library Program Expenditures</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Ventures and Event Program Expenditures</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Relations</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities*</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest on Debt</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expense</strong></td>
<td><strong>23.4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Non-operating Activities (in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital Investment Funding</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Principal Payment</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU Merger Payments</td>
<td>(3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>(0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Nonoperating Activity</strong></td>
<td><strong>14.7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Reserves</td>
<td>(9.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Rental income from Harvard is stated as a credit to revenue; endowment distribution would be 85 percent of the total without that change.

### Operating Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating Result</strong></td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less: Depreciation</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjusted “GAAP” Operating Result</strong></td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Net Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating Result</strong></td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-operating Activities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Investment funding</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Principal Repayment</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU Merger Payments</td>
<td>(3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>(0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Non-operating Activity</strong></td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Result</strong></td>
<td>(Change in Reserves)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Other Key Metrics (in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Market Value</td>
<td>524.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans Payable</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2011–2012 Operating Expense ($23.4M)

- Interest on Debt 1% ($0.3M)
- Other 6% ($1.3M)
- Facilities 19% ($4.3M)
- Administration 11% ($2.5M)
- External Relations 14% ($3.3M)
- Schlesinger Library Program Expenditures 10% ($4.4M)
- Academic Ventures Event Program Expenditures 9% ($2.0M)
- Fellowship Program Expenditures 22% ($5.1M)

2011–2012 Operating Income ($27.7M)

- Other Income 1% ($0.2M)
- Gift Income 7% ($1.8M)
- Rental Income 14% ($4.0M)
- Endowment Distribution 78% ($21.7M)

2011–2012 Fundraising Results ($7M)

- Current-Use Cash Gifts/Pledges 23%
- Gifts/Pledges for Endowment 68%
- Current-Use Cash Bequests 9%

*Rental income from Harvard is stated as a credit to revenue; endowment distribution would be 85 percent of the total without that change.
This year the Schlesinger Library awarded 14 Carol K. Pforzheimer Student Fellowships to support Harvard College undergraduate study.

Joanna Behrman ’13
“Physics Pedagogy and Gender: A Comparison of Harvard and Radcliffe, 1890–1950”

Nadia Farjood ’13
“Pathways to Power: The Routes of 39 Women to the Senate Chamber”

Lauren Feldman ’13
“Cross-Campus Sexual and Romantic Culture at Harvard-Radcliffe in the Early 20th Century”

Daily Guerrero ’14
“Immigrant Women: Seeking Shelter”

Rachel Johnston ’14
“From the Frontlines: The Life and Legacy of Women’s Rights Activist Dolores Alexander”

Caitlin Lewis ’13
“Piecing Together the US Local Food Movement: A Historical Approach”

Devi Lockwood ’14
“Storytelling through Activism, Puppetry, and Poetry: Cora Vail Brooks, Merry Gangemi, and Bread & Puppet Theater in Northern Vermont”

Samantha Alex Meier ’12

Natalie Padilla ’12
“The Postmodern Culinary Plate”

Paige Qin ’13
“The Cake as a Reflection of Aesthetics and Feminization Since the Early 20th Century to Postwar America during the 1950s”

Leah Reis-Dennis ’13
“Mistresses, Morals, and Mitzvahs: A Story of Jewish Prostitution and Social Reform in the Progressive Era”

Henry Shull ’13
“A History of Radcliffe College”

William Simmons ’14
“The 4-H Youth Development Program and Girls’ Empowerment”

Cassandra E. Weston ’14
“Writing from a Passionate Life: An Exploration of the Papers, Lives, and Poetry of Adrienne Rich and June Jordan”

RESEARCH SUPPORT GRANTS
The 11 Schlesinger Library Research Support Grant recipients are independent scholars and college and university faculty members from around the world.

Julie Berebitsky, Sewanee: The University of the South
“Republican Feminists: From Center to Margin”

Karen Curran, Independent Scholar

Tracey Deutsch, University of Minnesota
“The Julia Child Project”

Audrea F. Dunham, Georgia State University
“Fight for a Change! MAW (Mothers for Adequate Welfare) and the Evolution of the Welfare Rights Movement in Boston”

Michael Hevel, University of Iowa
“‘Betwixt Brewings’: A History of College Students and Alcohol”

Marni Reva Kessler, University of Kansas
“Preserving Claude Monet’s Jar of Peaches 1866”

Suryasikha Pathak, Assam University
“Gendered Encounters: Wives and Women Missionaries of the American Baptist Mission in Colonial Assam”
Don Romesburg, Sonoma State University
“Arrested Development: Homosexuality and American Adolescence, 1890–1940”

Lindsay Shen, Sino-British College, Shanghai
“Sharper Focus: Photography by Western Women in Concession-Era China”

Emily LaBarbera Twarog, University of Illinois
“Working-Class Domestic Politics: Housewives, Consumption, and Protest in 20th Century America”

Bridget Vincent, University of Melbourne
“Public Apology and 20th Century Poetry: Geoffrey Hill and Adrienne Rich”

**Dissertation Grants**
The Schlesinger Library awarded 11 Dissertation Grants to scholars enrolled in a doctoral program.

Alix Genter, Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey

Annelise Heinz, Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey
“Mahjong: Gender, Race, and the Democratization of Respectable Leisure”

Antonio Daniel Juan Rubio, Universidad Politecnica, Spain
“The Presence of Women in the US Congress: Edith Nourse Rogers”

Suzanne Kahn, Columbia University

Zain Lakhani, University of Pennsylvania

Jessica Lancia, University of Florida

Eina Rabinovitch-Fox, New York University
“This Is What a Feminist Looks Like: The Construction of the New Woman Imagery through Fashion and the Political Culture of American Feminism, 1890–1940”

Sarah Rowley, Indiana University

Megan E. Springate, University of Maryland
“Women’s Holiday Houses and the Contradictions of Progressive-Era Reform”

Melinda R. Tarsi, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Rich Updegrove, Northern Arizona University
“Queering Nonviolence—Barbara Deming’s Androgynous Vision”

**Oral History Grants**
This year, four Oral History Grants were awarded to scholars conducting oral history interviews.

Colin Davis, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Joan McCarty, Independent Scholar

Stina Soderling, Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey
“Owning Her Land: Land Tenure in Women’s Land Communities”

Lina Verchery, Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
“Le Grand Derangement: Contemporary Stories of Acadian Women in Exile”
NEW COLLECTIONS, 2011–2012

PERSONAL AND FAMILY PAPERS

Ann, Civil War diary
Helen Reed Atwood, teacher
Thea Rossi Barron, attorney, pro-life advocate
Rosamond Randall Beirne, author
Jane Brooks-Beer, paper doll collection
Gertrude J. Berman, actress, writer, businesswoman
Jocelyn Brodie, artist, educator
Annie Mae Murdock Bryant, diary
Terry O’Berry Cabot, Harvard-Radcliffe Program in Business Administration, class of 1961
Barbara S. Carpenter, Training School for Nurses at Massachusetts General Hospital scrapbook
Patricia Anne Cavanaugh, family therapist, United Church of Christ lay minister
Grace Ellery Channing, author
Mary Jane Whitely Coggeshall, suffragist
Ida L. Dennett, seamstress account book
Jonathan Deyo, letters from women expressing affection for him and complaining of his neglectful behavior
Merrilee Dolan, coordinator of NOW Women and Poverty Task Force
Amelia Donnel, household account book
Louise Elizabeth Dorchester, teacher
Anne Fessenden, poet, member of the American Red Cross Clubmobile
M.F.K. Fisher, letters to Lois Grant Taylor
Cyril Levin Friend, Radcliffe College, class of 1939
Alice Hamilton, physician
Minnie A.B. Harvey, cookbook
Priscilla Dewey Houghton, arts consultant, producer, playwright/lyricist, writer
Harriet R. Hulett, Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps scrapbook
Janice M. Irvine, sociologist
Maurice Isserman, materials re: Bonnie Raitt
Paula Reines Kaiser, physician
Beryl Kahn Kaliski, graded sewing course materials
Polly Welts Kaufman, historian
Mary Brewster Kennedy, cookbook
Jane Johnson Kent, Camp Onaway materials
Gertrude Besse King, poet, author
Edith Cohoe Kirk, special education teacher
Charlotte Klein, feminist, public relations executive
Paula Kline, educator
Ann B. Knox, poet, teacher, editor
Judith Kuriansky, clinical psychologist
Paula Lerner, freelance photographer, photojournalist
Betty Jean Lifton, writer, adoptee, adoption-reform advocate
Sally M. Lingner, Girl Scout, Girl Scout troop leader
Ruth Lockwood, French Chef producer
Paulette Loomis, travel diaries
Rosemary Matson, humanist, feminist, lay leader in the Unitarian Universalist Association
Jenna Mellor, special events chair and co-chair for the Radcliffe Union of Students
Teri McCannel Lamb Motley, minister, Radcliffe College, class of 1965
Margaret Smith Peet, worked for Betty Friedan
Ann Petry, writer
Kitty Porterfield, Vice-president for Women of the United States Rowing Association
Gertrude Neumark Rothschild, professor of materials science and engineering
Barbara Ryan, feminist, sociologist
May Sarton, poet
Anne Freeling Schlezinger, federal judge
Denise Khaitman Schorr, cookbooks
Elizabeth Seifert, author of medical romance fiction
Robert Selverstone, psychologist, teacher, guidance counselor
Bonnie Shepard, planning, research, and evaluation consultant
Christine Stansell, historian, member of State Street Childcare Center
Margaret Sullivan, survey sent to wives, widows, and partners of the Princeton University class of 1951
Joyce Trebilcot, women’s studies and feminist philosophy professor
Kiong Tien VandenBerg, correspondence re: family’s immigration
Mrs. William B. Walton, journal re: mourning husband’s death
Mary Pennington Updike Weatherall, correspondence with husband, John Updike
Jessie Penniman White, children’s author
Susan Williamson, recording of interview for Priscilla Fortescue Program, WEEI, 1952
Marjorie Cyril Wynn, diaries written as young woman
John Youle, bill of sale for female slave

ORGANIZATIONAL RECORDS

Boston Club
Center for Family Connections
Coalition for Pay Equity
Collection on Women Peace Corps Volunteers in Afghanistan’s Smallpox Eradication Program
Culinary calendar collection
Dyke
Jeannette Rankin Brigade
Women of the Ku Klux Klan
Women's Job Counseling Center
(Cambridge, Massachusetts)

**SIGNIFICANT ADDENDA**

**PERSONAL AND FAMILY PAPERS**

Ernesta Drinker Ballard
Suzanne Benton
Ann Fraser Brewer
Fay Chandler
Kim Chernin
Judy Chicago
Julia Child
Nancy Chodorow
Eloise Bittel Cohen
Mary Jean Collins
Victoria Booth-Clibborn Demarest
Irena Urdang DeTour
Anne Pecora Diamond
Anne Tredick Dickey
Kay Dickersin
Rebecca Swift Gill Field
Audrey Chamberlain Foote
Sarah Merry Bradley Gamble
Beth Goff
Louise W. Holborn
Glynda F. Hydler
Pearl Alice Hydler
June Brenner Judson
Mary Dublin Keyserling
Rose Kushner
Marshall family
Louise Walker McCannel
Ann P. Meredith
Amy Mims
Mary Peabody
Adrienne Rich
Sharonah Robinson
Sybil Shainwald
Jeanne Schinto
Bonnie-Blanche Schoonover
Marion Ballou Smith
Cornelia Spelman
Katharine Beecher Stetson
Betty Tank
Sheila Tobias
Elga Wasserman
Marilyn Webb
Hazel Hitson Weidman

Whitney family
Lucille Wood-Trost

**ORGANIZATIONAL RECORDS**

Alford Lake Camp
American Bar Association Commission on Women in
the Profession, Women Trailblazers in the Law Oral
History Project
Berkshire Conference of Women Historians
Black Women Oral History Project
Boston Women’s Health Book Collective
Camp Onaway
Girls’ Latin School
League of Women Voters of Massachusetts
Legal Momentum
National Association of Women Judges
Project on Equal Education Rights
Radcliffe College memorabilia collection
Rockport Lodge
Society of Women Engineers, Boston Section
Tuesday Club
U.S. Center for International Women’s Year
U.S. Committee for the U.N. Fund for Women
Voice of Women, New England
Wider Opportunities for Women
Women’s Equity Action League

**DONORS OF MANUSCRIPTS AND
OTHER UNPUBLISHED MATERIALS,
2011–2012**

A.J. Muste Memorial Institute
Alford Lake Camp
Kay Atwood
Alice Ballard
Mary Lee Baranger
Bonnie (Ray) Barclay-Winter
Thea Rossi Barron
Suzanne Benton
Patricia Bliss-Egan
June Blum
Louise A. Bonar
Brooklesy Born
Jane Brooks-Beer
Terry O’Berry Cabot
Cambridge Plant and Garden Club
Camp Onaway
Camp Walden
Patricia Anne Cavanaugh
Center for Family Connections
Fay Chandler
Kim Chernin
Judy Chicago
Nancy Chodorow
Edward Clark
Elizabeth Clarke
Elizabeth Updike Cobblah, David Hoyer Updike,
    Michael John Updike, Miranda Margaret Updike
Jocelyn Cohen
Stuart Cohen
Mary Jean Collins
Janet Crites
Karen Curran
Irena Urdang DeTour
Murray Dewart
Kay Dickersin
M.J. Dickson, Alyssa B. Levy, Diane Hoffman, Aaron B.D.
    Millhiser, Graham W. Dickson
Ann Pecora Diamond
Tina Dickey
Merrillee Dolan
Priscilla Drucker
Tom Dublin
Betsy Dunn
Susan B. Echo
Kristina Engstrom and Anne Kirkpatrick
Sally Epstein
John N. Ferris
Anne Fessenden
Charlotte (Carla) Flint
Timothy Foote
Fragment Society
Steve Gartrell
Rebecca Kaiser Gibson
Hanna Holborn Gray
Helen Greven
Susan Hartman
Bert Hartry
Laura Hofer
Priscilla Dewey Houghton
Penny House
Bonnie Howard
Glenda Hydler
Institute for Women and Art
Janice M. Irvine
Jane Johnson
Anne Judson
Arnold Judson
Mildred and Edward Kaliski
Polly Welts Kaufman
Jane Kent
Charlotte Klein
Paula Kline
Marion Knox
Judith Kuriansky
Harvey Kushner
Lynda Leahy
Legal Momentum
Paula Lerner
Susan Lewinnek
Robert J. Lifton
Robert Lingner
Paulette Loomis
Megan Marshall
Rosemary Matson
Louise Walker McCannel
Jean McCrosky
Patty McWilliams
Jenna Mellor
Ann P. Meredith
Amy Mims
Marcia Moloy
Teri Motley
National Association of Women Judges
Judy Norsigian
Otis College of Art and Design
Diana Parker
Endicott Peabody Jr.
Margaret Smith Peet
Elisabeth Petry and Edward Clark
Katie Pratt
Adrienne Rich
Sharon Robinson
Ruth Rothseid
Barbara Ryan
Wendy Sanford
Richard Santerre
Ira Schlezinger
Jeanne Schinto
Lou Schorr
Robin Seigle
Robert Selverstone
Sybil Shainwald
Bonnie Shepard
Rohna A. Shoul
Joy Silverstein
Elizabeth Smith
Society of Women Engineers, Boston Section
Cornelia Spelman
Christine Stansell
Linda Stolow Sterling
Esta Ruth “Sunny” Strickland
Margaret Sullivan
Swathmore College Peace Collection
Grant “Chip” Taylor
That Takes Ovaries!
Lucy Titmon
Sheila Tobias
Gail Owen Troutman and Deborah Owen Turner
Tuesday Club
US Committee for the UN Fund for Women
Deborah Van Der Goes
Kiong Tien VandenBerg
Carmen Delgado Votaw
Ben Wallace
Lynn Warrin
Elga Wasserman
John Watkins
Marilyn Webb
Hazel Weidman
Wider Opportunities for Women
Dorothy Wilson
David Wise
Women’s Economic Round Table
Lucille Wood-Trost
Susan Yohn
Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
“The Private Becomes Very Public: Evaluating the Marital Rape Exception in America”
Joann Ross, University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Tuesday, August 23, 2011

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
“Structures of Influence, the Boston Trio: Lowell, Sexton and Plath”
Sarah-Jane Burton, University of Wollongong
Tuesday, August 30, 2011

Schlesinger Library Exhibit
Our Bodies, Ourselves: The Collective Goes Global
Friday, February 25, 2011–Wednesday, October 12, 2011

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
“Art in Exile: Katherine Dreier and the Russian Avant-Garde in America”
Theodora Clarke, University of Bristol
Wednesday, September 7, 2011

Symposium
“The New Majority? The Past, Present, and Future of Women in the Workplace”
A Schlesinger Library Symposium Honoring the Legacy of Clara Schiffer
Friday, September 9, 2011

Fellow Presentation Series
“Adventures in Teaching Science and Cooking”
Wednesday, September 21, 2011

Exploratory Seminar
“I can feel the poetry coming’: Charlotte Perkins Gilman and California”
Jennifer Tuttle, University of New England
Tuesday, October 18, 2011

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
Playing for the World: The 1904 Fort Shaw Indian Girls Basketball Team (2009), directed by John Twiggs and Alison Perkins
Tuesday, October 4, 2011

Reception
40th anniversary of the Boston Women’s Health Collection and their publication, Our Bodies, Ourselves.
Wednesday, October 5, 2011

Fellow Presentation Series
“Neurological Entanglements: The Case of SSRIs, Suicidal Ideation, and Pediatric Depressions”
Elizabeth A. Wilson, 2011–2012 Helen Putnam Fellow, Emory University
Wednesday, October 5, 2011

Fellow Presentation Series
“Systems of Creation: The Emergence of Life from Nonliving Matter”
Stephen Mann, 2011–2012 Lillian Gollay Knafel Fellow and Wyss Institute Fellow, University of Bristol (United Kingdom)
Wednesday, October 12, 2011

2011–2012 Boston Seminar Series on the History of Women and Gender
“Paying for “Freedom” with Her Health’: Rising Life Expectancy, Women’s Aging, and American Youth Culture”
Helen Viet, Michigan State University, with commentary by Brooke Blower, Boston University
Cosponsored by the Massachusetts Historical Society
Thursday, October 13, 2011

Symposium
“Molecules, Movement, and Motors”
Friday, October 14, 2011

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
“The Story of Islamic Architecture”
Nasser Rabbat, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Wednesday, October 19, 2011

Fellow Presentation Series
“The Story of Islamic Architecture”
Nasser Rabbat, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Wednesday, October 19, 2011

Symposium
“Reimagining the City-University Connection: Integrating Research, Policy, and Practice”
Friday, October 21, 2011
Schlesinger Library Exhibit
*Women on the Clock: Hard Work and Low Wages*
Friday, October 21, 2011–March 12, 2012

**Fellow Presentation Series**
“Stillness and Change”
John Aylward, 2011–2012 Rieman and Baketel Fellow for Music at the Radcliffe Institute, Clark University
Wednesday, October 26, 2011

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
Rachel Pierce, University of Virginia
Monday, October 31, 2011

**Fellow Presentation Series**
“Quest for Other Worlds: Diversity and Origins”
Ray Jayawardhana, 2011–2012 William Bentinck-Smith Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, University of Toronto (Canada)
Re’em Sari, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel)
Wednesday, November 2, 2011

**Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library**
Wednesday, November 2, 2011

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
“Anticipating History: The Activist Life of Vida Scudder”
Julie Garbus, independent researcher
Friday, November 4, 2011

**Lecture**
“Actual Size—A Portrait in Four Parts and Triple Reduction”
Susan Sironi, artist
Cosponsored by the Book Seminar at the Mahindra Humanities Center
Friday, November 4, 2011

**Workshop**
“New Tools and Methods for Note-Taking”
Organized by Leah Price RI ’07, director of the humanities program, Academic Ventures, Radcliffe Institute, and professor of English, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, and Ann Blair, senior advisor to the humanities program, Academic Ventures, Radcliffe Institute, and Harvard College Professor and Henry Charles Lea Professor of History, Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Monday, November 7, 2011

**Exploratory Seminar**
“Modernities Out of Synch”: Reflective Nostalgia and New Media in Transnational Art Practices”
Svetlana Boym BI ’97, Harvard University
Wednesday, November 9, 2011–Thursday, November 10, 2011

**Fellow Presentation Series**
“The Iconography of the Talmud: The History of a Page”
David Stern, 2011–2012 Beatrice Shepherd Blane Fellow, University of Pennsylvania
Wednesday, November 9, 2011

**Fellow Presentation Series**
“Experiments in Audio and Interactive Documentary”
Kara Oehler, 2011–2012 Radcliffe-Harvard Film Study Center Fellow, Media And Place (MAP) Productions/metaLAB (at) Harvard
Monday, November 14, 2011

**Panel and Reception**
“Moving Beyond Violence: A Conversation with David Hemenway and Local Youth”
With a presentation of the Community Works Striving for Justice Award to David Hemenway AB ’66, PhD ’74, professor of health policy, Harvard School of Public Health, by Fran Froelich, executive director, Community Works. Also featuring a conversation between Hemenway and youth active in Alternatives for Community and Environment and the Hawthorne Youth and Community Center.
Tuesday, November 15, 2011

**Fellow Presentation Series**
“Speak No Evil (A Novel)”
Uzodinma Iweala, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Independent Writer (United States)
Wednesday, November 16, 2011
2011–2012 Maurine and Robert Rothschild Lecture
“In Search of a 21st Century Vision of Equality”
Anita Hill, Brandeis University
Thursday, November 17, 2011

Exploratory Seminar
“Diasporas”
Susan Eckstein RI ’04, Boston University; Mette Berg, University of Oxford, England
Saturday, November 19, 2011

Fellow Presentation Series
“The Betrayers”
David Bezmozgis, 2011–2012 Lisa Goldberg Fellow, Independent Writer (Canada)
Monday, November 28, 2011

Exploratory Seminar
“Exploring the Role of Variation in Defining Phenotype and Disease”
John Quackenbush, Harvard School of Public Health
Tuesday, November 29, 2011–Wednesday, November 30, 2011

Schlesinger Library Exhibit
The Evolution of Food Science: Culinary Book Collection Exhibit
Presented by Marylène Altieri, curator of books, Schlesinger Library
Tuesday, November 29, 2011–Wednesday, November 30, 2011

Fellow Presentation Series
“Semi-Detached: The Aesthetics of Partial Absorption”
John Plotz, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Brandeis University
Wednesday, November 30, 2011

2011–2012 Julia S. Phelps Annual Lecture in Art and the Humanities
“Shooting, Editing, and Reading a Documentary Film”
Frederick Wiseman, Zipporah Films
Thursday, December 1, 2011

Exploratory Seminar
“Folds, Networks, Fissures: Topological Thinking in Philosophy, Art, and Literature”
Oliver Simons, Harvard University; Christina Wessely, University of Vienna, Austria
Friday, December 2, 2011–Saturday, December 3, 2011

Fellow Presentation Series
“Female Labor, Marriage Mobility, and Footbinding in Rural China, 1900–1950”
Laurel Bossen, 2011–2012 The Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation Fellow, McGill University
Melissa J. Brown, 2011–2012 Frieda L. Miller Fellow, Minnesota Population Center
Wednesday, December 7, 2011

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
Paris Was a Woman (1996), by Greta Schiller, with guest speaker Maria San Filippo, lecturer on studies of women, gender, and sexuality, Division of Continuing Education, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Harvard University
Wednesday, December 7, 2011

Exploratory Seminar
“The Environment and Rapid Urbanization, Crossroads of a Disaster”
Ronak B. Patel, Harvard Humanitarian Initiative and Harvard Medical School; Michael VanRooyen, Harvard Humanitarian Initiative and Harvard Medical School
Friday, December 9, 2011–Saturday, December 10, 2011

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
Abby Goldman, Duke University
Friday, December 9, 2011

Fellow Presentation Series
“Sarmiento, Translator”
Matías Piñeiro, 2011–2012 David and Roberta Logie Fellow and Radcliffe-Harvard Film Study Center, Universidad del Cine (Argentina)
Wednesday, December 14, 2011

Book Sale
Annual book sale at the Schlesinger Library
Thursday, December 15, 2011
**Fellow Presentation Series**

"Yorkshire Writers: Provincial Literary Communities in Late Medieval England"
Ralph Hanna, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute fellow, University of Oxford (United Kingdom)
Wednesday, January 25, 2012

**Exploratory Seminar**

"Condensed Matter Astrophysics: The Rise of Complexity"
Julia C. Lee, Harvard University; Frank de Groot, Utrecht University, Netherlands
Thursday, January 26, 2012–Saturday, January 28, 2012

**Workshop**

"Open Access for Scholarly Books: A Sustainable Funding Model for the 21st Century"
Organized by Robert Darnton, Carl H. Pforzheimer University Professor and Director, Harvard University Library, in collaboration with Frances Pinter, publisher, Bloomsbury Academic
Monday, January 30, 2012

**Fellow Presentation Series**

"In the Company of Women: Desire, Subjectivity, and the Surrealist Imagination"
Whitney Chadwick, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute fellow, San Francisco State University
Wednesday, February 1, 2012

**Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library**

_In the Name of Love_ (2003), by Shannon O’Rourke, with guest speaker Keridwen Luis, lecturer on studies of women, gender, and sexuality, Harvard University
Wednesday, February 1, 2012

**Fellow Presentation Series**

"Habitable Worlds"
Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, 2011–2012 Maury Green Fellow, Emory University
Wednesday, February 8, 2012

**Fellow Presentation Series**

"Moon of Alabama: From the Third Reich to Tranquility Base, via the Segregated American South"
Diane McWhorter, 2011–2012 Mildred Londa Weisman Fellow, Independent Scholar (United States)
Wednesday, February 15, 2012

**Meet-the-Academic Lunch**

Lizbeth Cohen, Howard Mumford Jones Professor of American Studies, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, and dean, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study; Herrick Chapman, associate professor of history and French studies, Department of History and the Institute of French Studies, New York University
Wednesday, February 22, 2012

**Fellow Presentation Series**

"Vernacular Poetics of Metaphor"
Cristina Maria Cervone, 2011–2012 Bunting Fellow, Independent Scholar (United States)
Wednesday, February 22, 2012

**Exploratory Seminar**

"Wrangling Space into Russian Imperial History: Agendas for Digital and Collaborative Scholarship"
Kelly O’Neill, Harvard University
Friday, February 24, 2012–Saturday, February 25, 2012

**Fellow Presentation Series**

"Egg to Organism: Visualizing the Concepts"
Benny Shilo, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute Fellow, Weizmann Institute of Science (Israel)
Wednesday, February 29, 2012

**Lecture**

"How Jesus Celebrated Passover: Early Modern Views of the Last Supper"
Anthony Grafton, Henry Putnam University Professor of History, Princeton University
Tuesday, February 13, 2012

**Fellow Presentation Series**

"Performing Civil Rights: Black Women Entertainers, the ‘Long’ Civil Rights Movement, and Second Wave Feminism"
Ruth Feldstein, Rutgers University at Newark, with commentary by Daphne Brooks RI ’11, Princeton University Cosponsored by the Massachusetts Historical Society
Thursday, February 9, 2012
Water Lecture Series
John Briscoe, Gordon McKay Professor of the Practice of Environmental Engineering, Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences; Professor of the Practice of Environmental Health, Harvard School of Public Health; Adjunct Faculty Member, Harvard Kennedy School; and Director, Water Security Initiative at Harvard
Thursday, March 1, 2012

Lecture
“Constructing the Head and Brain of Vertebrates: How the Study of Development Sheds Light on Evolution”
Nicole Le Douarin, Honorary Professor, Collège de France
Monday, March 5, 2012

Fellow Presentation Series
“The Power Geometry of Globalized Parenting”
Pei-Chia Lan, 2011–2012 Radcliffe-Harvard Yenching Institute Fellow, National Taiwan University (Taiwan)
Wednesday, March 7, 2012

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
In the Matter of Cha Jung Hee (2010), by Deann Borshay Liem, with guest speaker Kimberly Chung, postdoctoral fellow, Korea Institute, Harvard University
Wednesday, March 7, 2012

Exploratory Seminar
“Mechanisms of Transport across Adaptive Biological Networks in a Changing World”
Anne Pringle, Harvard University; Michael Brenner, Harvard University
Friday, March 16, 2012–Saturday, March 17, 2012

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
Gillian Frank, Rowan University/Stony Brook University
Tuesday, March 20, 2012

Fellow Presentation Series
“Death, Mobility, and the Moral Imaginary in South Africa”
Rebekah Lee, 2011–2012 Rita E. Hauser Fellow, Goldsmiths, University of London (United Kingdom)
Wednesday, March 21, 2012

2011–2012 Rama S. Mehta Lecture
“Approaching Midnight: Taking Midnight’s Children from Book to Film”
Deepa Mehta, film director and screenwriter
Thursday, March 22, 2012

Schlesinger Library Exhibit
Tenacious Women: Activists in a Democratic Society
Monday, March 26, 2012–Friday, September 7, 2012

Lecture
“The History of the Book as a Discipline Today”
Peter D. McDonald, Professor of English and Related Literature and Tutorial Fellow, St Hugh’s College, University of Oxford
Tuesday, March 27, 2012

Fellow Presentation Series
“Muddy Footprints”
Susanne Freidberg, 2011–2012 Burkhardt Fellow, Dartmouth College
Wednesday, March 28, 2012

Conference
“Women Making Democracy”
Thursday, March 29, 2012–Friday, March 30, 2012

Meet-the-Investigator Lunch
Chao-Ting Wu, professor of genetics, Harvard Medical School; George Church, Robert Winthrop Professor of Genetics, Harvard Medical School
Monday, April 2, 2012

Meet-the-Investigator Lunch
Evelyn Hu, Gordon McKay Professor of Applied Physics and Electrical Engineering, Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences; David Clarke, Gordon McKay Professor of Materials, Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
Tuesday, April 3, 2012
Fellow Presentation Series
“Near Burn and Burden”
Reginald Dwayne Betts, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute fellow, University of Maryland
Wednesday, April 4, 2012

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
3 Américas (2007), with guest speaker Cristina Kotz Cornejo, writer and director of the film and associate professor, Department of Visual and Media Arts, Emerson College
Wednesday, April 4, 2012

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
Jessica Frazier, Binghamton University
Thursday, April 5, 2012

Fellow Presentation Series
“Dear History: A Novel”
Tayari Jones, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey
Monday, April 9, 2012

Water Lecture Series
“A Right to Safe Water?”
Michael Kremer, Gates Professor of Developing Societies, Department of Economics, Harvard University
Tuesday, April 10, 2012

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
“Pan-American Feminism and the Rise of International Women’s Rights, 1922–1948”
Katherine Marino, Stanford University
Wednesday, April 11, 2012

Fellow Presentation Series
“Tumbling Downhill: The Ripple Effects of Unemployment and Underemployment in the United States”
Amy Goldstein, 2011–2012 Katherine Hampson Bessell Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, Washington Post
Wednesday, April 11, 2012

2011–2012 Boston Seminar Series on the History of Women and Gender
Stephanie Jones-Rogers, Rutgers University, with commentary by Walter Johnson RI ’11, Harvard University
Cosponsored by the Massachusetts Historical Society
Thursday, April 12, 2012

Exploratory Seminar
“The Shape of a Human Life”
Stephen Greenblatt, Harvard University; Peter Ellison, Harvard University
Friday, April 13, 2012–Saturday, April 14, 2012

Exploratory Seminar
“The Ambiguities of Memory Construction in Medieval Texts: The Nordic Case”
Stephen Mitchell RI ’05, Harvard University; Pernille Hermann, Aarhus University, Denmark
Friday, April 13, 2012–Saturday, April 14, 2012

Fellow Presentation Series
“Reading from a Novel-in-Progress ‘AMERICANAH’”
Monday, April 16, 2012

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
“Contesting Feminisms: Social Movement Challenges to Gender-Based and State Violence”
Mimi Kim, University of California, Berkeley
Tuesday, April 17, 2012

Movie
Gen Silent (2011), directed by Stu Maddux, with guest speakers Maddux and Bob Linscott, assistant director of the LGBT Aging Project
Hosted by the Radcliffe LGBT group and cosponsored as part of the Harvard LGBT “Gaypril” Lecture and Event Series by the Schlesinger Library; HGLC faculty & staff committee; Lisa Coleman, Office of the Assistant to the President at Harvard University; Marilyn Hausammann, Harvard University Human Resources; Judith Singer, Harvard University Office of the Senior Vice Provost; and the Open Gate Foundation
Tuesday, April 17, 2012
Fellow Presentation Series
“Olympic Urbanism: Rome to Rio”
Judith Grant Long, 2011–2012 Joy Foundation Fellow, Harvard Graduate School of Design
Wednesday, April 18, 2012

Dean's Lecture on the History of Women at Harvard in Honor of Harvard’s 375th Anniversary
“It’s Complicated: 375 Years of Women at Harvard”
Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz, PhD ’69, RI ’01, Sydenham Clark Parsons Professor of History and American Studies, Emerita, Smith College
Monday, April 23, 2012

Schlesinger Library Exhibit
It’s Complicated: 375 Years of Women at Harvard
Monday, April 23, 2012

Fellow Presentation Series
“Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Marginalizing the Poor in Metropolitan America”
Margaret Weir, 2011–2012 Matina S. Horner Distinguished Visiting Professor at the Radcliffe Institute, University of California at Berkeley
Wednesday, April 25, 2012

Exploratory Seminar
“Education in a New Society: The Growing Interpenetration of Education in Modern Life”
Michèle Lamont RI ’07, Harvard University; Jal Mehta, Harvard Graduate School of Education
Thursday, April 26, 2012–Friday, April 27, 2012

Exploratory Seminar
Beth Simmons, Harvard University
Friday, April 27, 2012

Workshop
“Preview of the Take Note Interactive Exhibition”
Organized by Leah Price RI ’07, director of the humanities program, Academic Ventures, Radcliffe Institute, and professor of English, Faculty of Arts and Sciences; Ann Blair, senior advisor to the humanities program, Academic Ventures, Radcliffe Institute, and Harvard College Professor and Henry Charles Lea Professor of History, Faculty of Arts and Sciences; and Greg Afinogenov, PhD candidate, Department of History, Harvard University
Monday, April 30, 2012

Fellow Presentation Series
“Wit and Its Engineering: Poetry and Cartography in Early Modern France”
Tom Conley, 2011–2012 Walter Jackson Bate Fellow, Harvard University
Wednesday, May 2, 2012

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
God Gave Her a Mercedes Benz (1993), directed by Katia Forbert Petersen and SFINX Film/TV, with guest speaker Meghan Healy, lecturer in the committee on history and literature and on social studies, Harvard University, and historian of sub-Saharan Africa
Wednesday, May 2, 2012

Exploratory Seminar
“Selection in Population Genetics”
Michael Desai, Harvard University; Aleksandra Walczak, École Normale Supérieure, Paris
Thursday, May 3, 2012–Saturday, May 5, 2012

Exploratory Seminar
“Building State Capacity: The Other Side of Political Development”
Peter A. Hall, Harvard University; Bo Rothstein, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
Friday, May 4, 2012–Saturday, May 5, 2012

Fellow Presentation Series
“Reading from the Novel ‘One Hundred Philistine Foreskins’”
Tova Reich, 2011–2012 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Independent Writer (United States)
Wednesday, May 9, 2012

Exploratory Seminar
“Sound Art”
Alexander Rehding, Harvard University
Exploratory Seminar
“Remapping Geographic Imaginaries: Pathways of Circulation and New Cognitive Regions”
Diana Sorensen RI ’11, Harvard University
Thursday, May 17, 2012–Saturday, May 19, 2012

Exploratory Seminar
“The Futures of Atlantic Intellectual History”
James T. Kloppenberg, Harvard University; Michael O’Brien, University of Cambridge, England
Friday, May 18, 2012–Saturday, May 19, 2012

Radcliffe Day 2012
Ann Radcliffe Society Breakfast
Friday, May 25, 2012

Radcliffe Day 2012
Schlesinger Library Tours
Friday, May 25, 2012

Radcliffe Day 2012
Panel: “From Front Lines to High Courts: The Law and Social Change”
Friday, May 25, 2012

Radcliffe Day 2012
Radcliffe Institute Annual Luncheon
Welcome and presentation of the Radcliffe Institute Medal by Dean Lizabeth Cohen, with an address by 2012 Radcliffe Institute Medalist Margaret H. Marshall EdM ’69, former chief justice, Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts; senior counsel, Choate Hall & Stewart LLP; and senior research fellow and lecturer, Harvard Law School
Friday, May 25, 2012

Exploratory Seminar
“Interdisciplinary Perspectives on the Evolution and Development of the Vertebrate Head”
Tanya M. Smith, Harvard University; Arkhat Abzhanov, Harvard University
Friday, June 1, 2012–Saturday, June 2, 2012

A Seminar Taught by Barbara Ketcham Wheaton
“Reading Historic Cookbooks: A Structured Approach”
Sunday, June 3, 2012–Friday, June 8, 2012

Workshop
“Challenges of Epigenome-wide Association Studies—Optimizing Analytic Methods to Identify Important Methylation Marks”
Organized by Karin Michels, associate professor, Harvard School of Public Health
Monday, June 4, 2012–Tuesday, June 5, 2012

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
Black Girl (1966), directed by Ousmane Sembene, with guest speaker Faye Antonia Hays, doctor of design candidate, Harvard Graduate School of Design
Wednesday, June 6, 2012

Workshop
“Technology and Special Collections: Follow-Up Workshop”
Organized by Marilyn Dunn, executive director, Schlesinger Library
Friday, June 8, 2012

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
Jaci Eisenberg, the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva
Thursday, June 13, 2012

Schlesinger Library Brown-Bag Lunch Presentation
“Lucile Atcherson Curtis: The First American ‘Lady Diplomat’”
Molly Wood, Wittenberg University
Monday, June 25, 2012
$1,000,000 and above
Elizabeth S. Cashin AB ’75 and
Richard M. Cashin Jr. AB ’75, MBA ’80
Sidney R. Knafel AB ’52, MBA ’54
Susan S. Wallach AB ’68, JD ’71 and
Kenneth L. Wallach AB ’68, JD ’72

$250,000-$499,000
Delia Z. F. Koo Trust AM ’42, PHD ’47

$100,000-$249,999
Harold Birnbaum Trust LLB ’23

$50,000-$99,999
Caroline Minot Bell AB ’77 and George D. Bell Jr. AB ’79
Terrie F. Bloom AB ’75, MBA ’81 and
Bradley M. Bloom AB ’75, MBA ’79
Shirley B. Daniels AB ’48
Estate of John Dolph HRP ’46
Maisie Kinnicutt Houghton AB ’62
Maryellie Kulukundis Johnson RAD ’37
Alexandra D. Korry AB ’80

$25,000-$49,999
Jane Carpenter Bradley AB ’49 and John M. Bradley
Jane Rogers Clark AB ’77 and Jonathan P. Gertler
Constance Counts AB ’62, EDD ’87 and Lewis Counts
Paul J. Finnegan AB ’75, MBA ’82 and Mary M. Finnegan
Louise W. McCannel
Phyllis Rose AB ’64, PHD ’70
Deborah Fiedler Stiles AB ’69, JD ’74
Harriet Backus Todd AB ’64

$10,000-$24,999
Faith Heward Berghuis AB ’57
Emily Simms Bingham AB ’87
Shannon Elizabeth Brigham-Hill AB ’91
Joan Challinor
Julia Child Foundation for Gastronomy and the Culinary Arts
Melva Denise Christian AB ’74
Seymour Falkow and Florence Falkow
Catherine A. Gelbert AB ’93
Perrin Moorhead Grayson AB ’72 and
Bruns H. Grayson AB ’74
Allison A. Hill-Edgar AB ’94
Leslie P. Hume AB ’69
Ethel Noland Jackson AB ’66 and
David A. Jackson AB ’64
Ralph M. James MBA ’82
Robert G. James MOC ’46, MBA ’48, PHD ’53
Mary Dix Kneip AB ’50
Phyllisa A. Koshland AB ’71
Barbara Newman Kravitz AB ’52, EDM ’53
Lisa Gelfman Matthews AB ’82
Kate Becker Morrison AB ’54
Patricia Zartarian Nnan AB ’57
Diana L. Nelson AB ’84
Melanie M. Niemiec AB ’71, MBA ’75 and
David W. Niemiec AB ’72, MBA ’74
Rosa S. Rasiel AB ’56
Marlene V. Rehkamp AB ’82, JD ’85 and
Duncan T. O’Brien AB ’82, JD ’85
Robert F. Rothschild AB ’39
Doris A. Rutherford Trust AB ’41
Dr. Linda U. Sanger PhD AB ’63, EDM ’65
Ellsworth Statler Trust
Priscilla Bacon Woods AB ’64 and Ward W. Woods, Jr.
Estate of Letitia Upton
Anonymous (6)

$5,000-$9,999
Lucy Emory Ambach AB ’61
Penelope K. Bardel AB ’62, LLB ’66 and
William G. Bardel LLB ’66
Cynthia Brott Biasca AB ’48
Emily A. Chien and Thomas H. Mahoney IV AB ’73
Ann Rand Eldridge AB ’57, MAT ’59
Estate of Hope P. Durrie AB ’37
Estate of Judith Poindexter HRP ’54
Phyllis Trustman Gelfman AB ’56
Susan L. Graham AB ’64 and Michael A. Harrison
Pamela A. Thomas-Graham AB ’85, MBA ’88, JD ’88
Elizabeth Campbell Heide AB ’60
Lea Paine Higet AB ’88 and
Ian D. Higet AB ’88, MBA ’94
Richard M. Hunt PHD ’60
Jean S. Kollner Revocable Trust Agreement AB ’39
Trisha Perez Kennealy AB ’92, MBA ’97
Marjorie Press Lindblom AB ’71 and
Lance E. Lindblom AB ’70
Diana M. Meehan and Gary D. Goldberg
Nancy Milliken AB ’74
Teri McCannel Motley AB ’65
Louisa F. Newlin AB ’57
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Paula J. O’mansky AB ’56, HRP ’57, LLB ’62
Estate of Arthur S. Pederson
Susan Houston Reid AB ’62
Emily C. Romney AB ’57, MAT ’60
Jane Fearer Safer AB ’62
Betty Rabb Schafer AB ’62 and Jack Schafer AB ’55
The Pine Tree Foundation of New York
Jane L. Waldfogel AB ’76, EDM ’79, MPA ’91, PHD ’94, RF ’09
Marina v. Whitman AB ’56
Sarah B. Wigglesworth AB ’91 and Asiff Hirji
Anonymous (2)

$2,500-$4,999
Marian Morris Aikman AB ’52, MAT ’53
Nina M. Archabal AB ’62, MAT ’63 and
John W. Archabal AB ’63
Carol Baker AB ’81
Harriet Clarke Barry AB ’54
Elisabeth Bentley AB ’87
Kathryn E. Cade AB ’70
Kathryn Emmett AB ’66
David H. Folkman AB ’57, MBA ’60 and Susan Folkman
Robin S. Freedberg AB ’75
Mary Ellen Gale AB ’62
Linda J. Greenhouse AB ’68
Lucia Stein Hatch AB ’57
Caroline Rand Herron AB ’62
Cornelia Wilson Higginson AB ’62
Priscilla D. Houghton
Jo K. Jagoda AB ’57, AM ’59
Daisy Joe Du Bois AB ’87
Kelly Klegar Levy AB ’85
Adam H. Litke AB ’84
Mary McGrath Carty AB ’74
Cecily Orenstein Morse AB ’62 and
Alan R. Morse AB ’59, MBA ’62
Myron M. Studner Foundation
Jill J. Prosky and James R. Posner AB ’65
Radcliffe Club of San Francisco
Catherine Searle Renault AB ’75
Cara W. Robertson AB ’90
Catherine Gellert Ross AB ’59
Katharine C. Sachs AB ’70
Barbara Bachrach Scolnick AB ’62 and
Edward M. Scolnick AB ’61, MD ’65
Nancy-Beth Gordon Sheerr AB ’71
Linda D. Shortliffe AB ’71, RF ’09
Judith C. Stanton and Peter W. Stanton AB ’60
Enid Maslon Starr AB ’51, HRP ’52
Ellen Deitsch Stern AB ’56
Isabel Swift AB ’76 and Steven C. Phillips
Elsie Dunn Wilson Thompson AB ’72 and
W. M. Thompson Jr.
Sheila Tobias AB ’57
Muriel Martin Tribble AB ’51, EDM ’52
Lida Naprstek Urbanek AB ’64
Diane Brooke Wunnicke RAD ’62

$1,000-$2,499
Sharon Price Aadalen AB ’62
Janet B. Abrams AB ’83
Nancy Delaney Alvord AB ’44
Joan Cindy Amatniek AB ’80
Elizabeth Thomas Anderson Mayer AB ’65, MD ’69
Charlotte P. Armstrong AB ’49, LLB ’53
Sarah S. Auchincloss AB ’71
Lotte Bailyn AM ’53, PHD ’56
Kenneth Gilbert Bartels AB ’73, MBA ’76 and
Jane F. Condon EDM ’74
Linda Cabot Black AB ’51
Donna Orvedahl Border AB ’52, MAT ’53
Roger S. Borovoy JD ’59
Robert R. Bowie Jr. AB ’73
Ann Wagner Brandon AB ’66
Suzanne Simon Brotman AB ’52
Mary Lothrop Bundy AB ’46
Joyce Bush AB ’52
Caroline W. Bynum RAD ’62, AM ’63, PHD ’69, BF ’84
Linda N. Cabot AB ’80 and Edward Anderson
Anne Tyler Calabresi AB ’56 and Guido Calabresi
Laura L. Calhoun AB ’68
Brenda H. Canedy AB ’54 and Norman W. Canedy
Prudence E. Carlson AB ’72
Maria G. Carmona AB ’85
Lois Malakoff Carswell AB ’53, HRP ’54
Julia W. Cheever AB ’66
Teresa Mabel Chen AB ’64
Kenneth H. Chin AB ’82
Caroline C. Chinlund AB ’62
Claire Gorham Cohen AB ’56
Janna C. Collins AB ’65, BF ’00
Robin Sue Eichen Conn AB ’75 and Jack F. Conn AB ’73
Janet C. Corcoran AB ’79, MCR ’83
Margaret O. Cromwell
Nancy Stafford Milburn AB '49, PHD '59
Nancy Nevius Milczanowski AB '57
Carol Smith Miller AB '74
Julia Currie Miller AB '67
Anne H. Minas AB '59, AM '62, PHD '67
Mary Ellen Hoke Moir AB '79
Karen Nelson Moore AB '70, JD '73
Norma Levin Moore AB '68 and Randy Moore
Alice Blank Morgan AB '61, PHD '67
Anne Murray Morgan SB '46 and
Paul S. Morgan SB '45
Jane Gleason Morse AB '64 and Robert F. Morse
Elizabeth Day Moulton SB '46 and
Henry H. Moulton AB '46
Melinda Sick Munger AB '94, EDM '01, EDD '12
Heather J. Murray AB '67
Suzanne Young Murray AB '62
Judith Rawle Neilson AB '60
Deborah Neipris Neipris Hendler AB '73
New Mexico Community Foundation
Claire Fleming Newman AB '88 and
Phillip B. Newman IV AB '88
Carland Crook Nicholson AB '62
Barbara L. Norton AB '38†
Richard M. Oehmler AB '56, MBA '60
Megumi Oka AB '81
Margaret Mais Padnos AB '70
Jane R. Parnes AB '72, MD '76
Silvana B. Pascucci AB '83, JD '86
Susan W. Putnam Peck AB '79, SM '87, SD '91
Gary M. Pforzheimer AB '84, MBA '91
Barbara Hanson Pierce AB '68
Rose L. Polk AB '57
Lucille Block Poskanzer AB '55 and
Arthur M. Poskanzer AB '53
Richard Paul Propp
Anne E. Putnam AB '73
Alexandra R. Pyle AB '80
Ruth Creidenberg Rabb AB '37
Radcliffe Class of 1947
Rauch Family Living Trust
Ellen Gordon Reeves AB '83, EDM '86
Elizabeth Buxton Reilly AB '65
Susan Goldbloom Restler AB '72
Lois Dickson Rice AB '54
Linda Roberts AB '54
Tamara Elliott Rogers AB '74
Molly Narens Ross AB '72
Sophia Duckworth Schachter AB '57
Helen Elliot Scott AB '51
Robert N. Shapiro AB '72, JD '78
The Sholley Foundation
Cynthia Siegal AB '55
Karen J. Simonson AB '76
Joan Swift Greene Smith AB '52
Alex C. Solowey
Stephanie Sonnabend AB '75
Shirley M. Sontheimer
Anne Whiston Spirn AB '69, BF '79, BF '86
Sarah Woodman Stopford AB '62
Frances Elliot Storey AB '56
Margaret Auchincloss Strachan AB '68
Richard J. Stratton AB '68, JD '72
Linda Smith Summers AB '65 and Phillip D. Summers
Elizabeth Sherman Swing AB '49, AM '52
Amy K. Taylor AB '70, AM '72, PHD '75
Mari De Costa Terman AB '57
Judith Ogden Thomson AB '62
Kate Stacey Tomlinson AB '77
Elizabeth Henry Tracey AB '52
Judith R. Traum AB '62
Sarah Bucknell Tresco AB '77, MBA '82
Miriam Kellogg Truslow AB '62
Samson Tu AB '76
Tuesday Club
Claire F. Ullman AB '84 and Robert A. Kasdin JD '83
Elsie P. van Buren AB '48
Margaret Hankins Van Mourik AB '52 and
Arthur E. Van Mourik MBA '53
Jane Vandeveenter AB '68, MAT '71
Mary Anschuetz Vogt AB '68 and Evon Z. Vogt III AB '68
Li-Hsia Wang AB '64
Marie-Helene Weill AB '42
Barbara Ketcham Wheaton AM '54
June Starr White AB '61
Caroline Williams AB '57, AM '66
Alexa Deric Willson AB '79
Margaret Mayer Winkler RAD '51
Hope Brock Winthrop AB '71 and
Grant F. Winthrop AB '71
Jamie Wolf AB '68 and David M. Wolf
Carolyn Grand Wolff AB '62
Sandra R. Wolman AB '55 and
Eric Wolman AB '53, AM '54, PHD '57
Anson E. Wright AB '80, SM '84, SM '05
Anonymous (14)
Elizabeth Scott Adams AB ’52
Barbara Blessing Allen AB ’52†
David W. Allen AB ’50, MD ’54
Blanche P. Alter AB ’63
Dorothy Silberman Altman AB ’52, MCP ’56
Abeer Alwan RF ’07
Dawn C. Anaiscourt AB ’88 and
Evan G. Anaiscourt AB ’88
Ellen Anderman AB ’77
Nicole Sinek Arnaboldi AB ’80, JD ’84, MBA ’84
Katharine Kinsman Baker AB ’84
Anne N. Baldwin AM ’60, PHD ’64
Elinor Bernstein Balka AB ’62
Marjory Zoet Bankson AB ’61
Eva Marie Bendix Leonard AB ’44, AM ’51
Stacey L. Berg AB ’81
Ann E. Berman
Carla Friedman Berry AB ’52, EDM ’53, EDD ’63 and
R. S. Berry AB ’52, AM ’54, PHD ’56
Marsha Siegel Berzon AB ’66
Elaine Kotell Binder AB ’60
Edith Blumberg AB ’37
Janet Dyer Bridgham AB ’58
Carol H. Brown AB ’62
Elizabeth Cope Brunette PHD ’63, PHSM ’78
Katharine Muller Bullitt AB ’46
Harriet Southerland Bundy AB ’68
Keith E. Butler AB ’75, MBA ’87
Kristin A. Cabral JD ’91
Dorothy Hughes Callahan AB ’47
Sheila McNabola Carleton AB ’57, MAT ’58
Helen Y. Chang AB ’82 and Paul J. Chang AB ’79
Jaye Chen AB ’90
Droni Chuang-I Chiu AB ’61
Beth Richardson Clements AB ’67
Aldona A. Clotey SB ’95
Struan H. Coleman AB ’88
Kimberly R. Costa AB ’85
Amy J. Coyer AB ’74, MBA ’80
Anna Lo Davol
Jeanne F. Downs AB ’84 and Benjamin T. Downs AB ’84
Raya S. Dreben AB ’49, LLB ’54
Mary Maples Dunn RF ’01, RF ’02
Grace Adkins Duren AB ’57
Mark D. Eichorn AB ’86
Margaret Yoko Emy AB ’86
Sarah Gamble Epstein
Anna Marie Ettel AB ’67
Rebecca Martin Evarts AB ’74
Zita J. Ezpeleta AB ’88, JD ’91
Maryanne Gail Fenerjian AB ’82, AM ’86, PHD ’91
Martha G. Finnemore AB ’81 and David L. Furth AB ’79
Susan D. Fischer AB ’67
Frances FitzGerald AB ’62
Jacqueline Fleming PHD ’74, BF ’75
Nancy Pfaelzer Florsheim RAD ’56 and
Thomas W. Florsheim
Suzanne B. Fondriest AB ’83 and
Fabian J. Fondriest AB ’83, MBA ’88
Rebecca L. Foster AB ’92
Barbara J. Friedberg AB ’63
Marjorie Solomon Friedman AB ’81
Gilbert Fuchsberg AB ’85
Katherine E. Garrett AB ’76
Lisa K. Goldman AB ’90
Ruth B. Goldston AB ’73 and Robert J. Goldston AB ’72
Ellen Holtz Goodman AB ’63
Mary Beth E. Gordon AB ’95, MD ’03, MPH ’12
Patricia Albjerg Graham BF ’73 and Loren R. Graham
James M. Graves AB ’57
Susan M. Green AB ’80
Cicily Warren Hajek AB ’62
Jee-Young N. Ham AB ’95
Alice Orvedahl Hansen AB ’57
Evelyn J. Harden AM ’55, PHD ’66
Miranda Cowley Heller AB ’84
Kathryn Voelker Holmes AB ’62
Joan Morthland Hutchins AB ’61
Carolyn Berry Jacobs AB ’42
Diana Lepow Johnson AB ’62
Judith Sandra Kessler AB ’84 and
Lee Michael Arthurs AB ’82
Esther Walder Klionsky AB ’50 and
Bernard L. Klionsky AB ’46
Patricia Baker Koechlin AB ’45
Sandra Clark Kolb AB ’68
Jeltje A. Koumans BF ’68
Elizabeth Castenholz Kuehner AB ’60
Suzanne Solov Labiner MAT ’55
Carol Lamberg AB ’61
Shawn E. Lampron AB ’79
Lucille Chang Lee SM ’57
Airlie Cameron Lennon AB ’57
Vivian Oppenheim Lewis AB ’62
Aida Chang Li AB '68, EDM '71 and Robert Y. Li
Natalie G. Lichtenstein AB '75, JD '78
Victoria Hamann Lowell AB '63
Joan McPartlin Mahoney AB '49
Norma Glazer Markson AB '54
Lucy Beckett Martinez AB '57
Christina Maslach AB '67
Joan McIlhenny AB '73
Mary McKenna AB '83
Suzanne D. Mecs AB '87
Pota Lewis Meier AB '47
Irene L. Mendelson AB '80
Victoria Pearson Miller AB '56
Renee Michelson Minsky AB '53
Mary Morgan HRP '50
Ann E. Morrison AB '78
Kathleen Newland AB '72
Maureen O'Reilly-Landry AB '78
Laura K. Oberdorfer AB '53
Alice Wood Pepper AB '49, RS '75 and John B. Pepper
Kathleen Riley Plimpton AB '76
Charlene Horn Posner AB '60, EDM '62
Joanne Henderson Pratt AM '50
Jean Michele Prewitt AB '70
Elizabeth Toby Propp AB '86
Merrill S. Randol AB '69
Rosalinda Reynolds Ratajczak AB '66
Judith Mebane Ray AB '68
Luce L. Reiss AB '59, MD '63
Maria Elek Roberts AB '57
Patricia J. Rosbrow AB '73
Christina B. Rosenberger AB '02
Lavinia Rosenthal AB '56
Ethel Shulinski Sadowsky AB '55, EDM '56, EDD '81
Jennifer C. Sage AB '78
Carolyn Powell Sanderson AB '82
Wendy C. Sanford AB '66, MTS '80
Diana Meriz Sargent AM '63, PHD '69
Alexandra Emmet Schlesinger AB '58
Gabriella Pintus Schlesinger AB '58
Laurisa S. Schutt AB '92
Elaine M. Schwartz AB '69
Mary Breasted Smyth AB '65
Sally Solomon and David Jacob Lieb
Nancy Bentink-Smith Soulette AB '67
Mary G. Sprague AB '79
John D. Stoeckle MD '47
Francis E. Storer Jr.
Natasha Pearl Stowe AB '82, MBA '89
Mary Ann Dexter Streeter AB '54, RS '81
Lisa Szczepura RF '02
Susan Anderson Talbot AB '52
Susan F. Volman AB '69
Jami Morse von Heidegger
Donna Levine Walker AB '62
Julia Robinson Walkling AB '57, AM '59
Helen B. Wasserman AB '51
Mary Pennington Weatherall AB '52
Joan H. Weens AB '66, MD '70
David L. Weinberg AB '74
Dorothy Gaits Wellington AB '43
Carolyn K. Wells AB '63
Natalie L. Wexler AB '76
Luke J. Whitesell AB '79, RF '06
Christopher Winship PHD '77
Kathryn Pierrepont Winter AB '57
Mary Lynch Witkowski AB '96, MBA '01, MD '14 and
Erik R. Witkowski AB '94, MBA '07
Astrid B. Witschi AM '64, PHD '71
Shirley Woo AB '91
Benjamin T. Wright SB '44
Rya W. Zobel AB '53, LLB '56
Anonymous (4)

$250-$499
Marcia Frank Allina AB '56
Kathleen P. Allyn AB '72
Joyce Bisbee Andrews AB '53
Janet McCune Edwards Anti AB '72
Lorraine Marta Aronson AB '72
Elizabeth A. Arrington AB '81
William B. Asher Jr. AB '70, JD '74
Christopher Stewart Auguste AB '80, JD '83
Robin K. Avery AB '80, MD '85
Monica L. Bachner AB '78
Paula Marie Bagger AB '80
Laima Maria Baltusis AB '74
Barbara Ann Banoff AB '66
Alice Hayes Barrows RAD '63
Alexandra Sartori Bartlett AB '62, AM '67, PHD '67
Judith Bartnoff AB '71
Patricia Lohse Beit AB '53
Daniel J. Beller AB '68
Sandra J. Berbeco
Robert W. Biddle AB '82
Susan Storck Binger AB '53
Margery B. Blacklow AB '62
Marby Fosher Blanchard AB '72
Shirley B. Blancke HRP '59
Cristina C. Blau AB '87
Ida Bader Bottleman HRP '50
Clare Scott Brandt AB '56
Walter L. Brassert AB '53
Elizabeth S. Brody AB '53
Margaret deBeers Brown AB '65
Patricia C. Brown AB '75
Rosalie Skolnik Budnoff AB '49
Ilsa Koretsky Bush AB '69
Barbara L. Cammarata AB '89
Leslie Carroll AB '85
May Y. Chen AB '70
Patricia Y. Ciricillo AB '62
Elisabeth S. Clemens AB '80
Hilary R. Cloos AB '96
Michelle R. Codrington AB '94
Colleen M. Coggins AB '83
Lizabeth A. Cohen RF '02 and Herrick Chapman
Denise E. Conley AB '75
Joan Bremer Connell AB '87 and John Thornburgh
Catherine Marie Connors AB '84
Cynthia Conwell Cook AB '65, MAT '68
Philadelphia Cousins AB '73
M. T. Coutu AB '81
Anita Herman Crisp AB '68
Charlotte Cheney Crosby RAD '36
Constance M. Dahlin AB '82
Susan C. Day AB '73, MPH '80
Cornelia Hughes Dayton AB '79
Astrid E. Deeth AB '81, MBA '84
A. M. Dickerson AB '84, JD '88
Nancy Salling Diehl AB '70
Susan Marie Doherty AB '87 and Howie Rosen
Claire Douglas RAD '55, BF '92
John A. Downer AB '80, MBA '84, JD '85
Gladys I. Dratch AB '58
Susan Wearn Drew AB '53
Kathleen Mary Ecker AB '71
Lois Barth Epstein AB '55, MD '59
Anne Constant Ewing AB '60, MAT '62
Anne C. Feigus AB '68
Sally Livengood Finger RAD '34
Joanna Koehler Fischer AB '55 and
Lindsay E. Fischer AB '56

Jane Landes Foster AB '68, MAT '70
Pamela U. Freda AB '84
Julia B. Freeman AB '62
Sarah A. Fuller-Lessard AB '61
Sally Moore Gall AB '63
Marialuisa S. Gallozzii AB '82
Richard M. Geyser AB '90
Jewelle Taylor Gibbs AB '55, HRP '59, BF '85
Sharon Wing Gibson AB '97 and
Donald E. Gibson MAR '98
Marian A. Godfrey AB '69
Lisa Marie Godon AB '90
Joan H. Goldberg AB '66, MD '70
Debbie J. Goldman AB '73
Jan E. Goldstein AB '67
Valerie L. Graham AB '56, MD '64 and
William G. Graham AB '51
Elizabeth T. Gray AB '74, JD '84
Judith S. Greene AB '61
Mimi Greenman Grosser AB '46, MAT '64
Alberta Nevler Grossman AB '53
Erica B. Grubb AB '69, JD '73 and
W. Norton Grubb AB '69, PHD '75
Nancy Hall AB '45
Barbara S. Hancock AB '70
Dorothea Reynolds Hanson AB '51
Patricia Hartge AB '71, SM '76, SD '83
Joan E. Hartman PHD '60, BF '67
Elizabeth E. Hatch AB '76, SM '81 and
Francis W. Hatch III AB '77
Gretta J. Heaney AB '82
Elizabeth Kramer Helsinger AB '65
Rosemary Herbert AB '80
Ellen Eiseman Hersh AB '57
Sue L. Himmelrich AB '75
Ruth Gordon Hinfeld HRP '52
Mary Wood Hoff AB '60
Jane Kelley Holland AB '52, AM '54
Elizabeth Gates Horn AB '63
Helen L. Horowitz AM '65, PHD '69, RF '01
Cynthia Cardon Hughes AB '77
Mary Joe Hughes AB '67, AM '68, PHD '76
Saran Morgan Hutchins AB '61
Toby R. Hyman AB '71, JD '74
Allegra F. Ivey AB '97
Anna S. Jeffrey AB '60
Philippa L. Jubelirer AB '70
Elizabeth D. Kalodner AB '82
Christel McRae Noe Kelley AB '85
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Amy Yongmi Kim AB '89
Margaret Gray Kincaid RAD '69
Ruth Ahara Kingston AB '50
Anne Lutton Kinnel AB '59, MAT '60
Eliza Kellogg Klose AB '62
Judy Shatkin Knight AB '88
Anne Apperly Knowlton AB '74
Pauline Skornicki Kra RAD '55
Betsy Kramer AB '87
Gloria Woo Kwei AB '65
Louise Anne Lamphere AM '66, PHD '68, BF '76
Adair Moffat Langston AB '58
Gloria Wagstaff Lannom AM '52
Suzanne Steinbock Larsen AB '58
Roxana Dodd Laughlin RAD '59
Shelly T. Lee AB '97
Laura Lennihan AB '74
Linda I-Li Lin AB '88
Susan Handy Littlefield AB '76
Nancy Herman Loucks AB '78
Winnie Ching-Lan Louie AB '87
Anne E. Low AB '71 and Harold W. Low AB '71, JD '75
Peter Briton Lundell AB '81
Yeou-Cheng M. Ma AB '73, MD '77
Diviya C. Magaro AB '94
Susan T. Mahan AB '91, MPH '07
Connaught O'Connell Mahony AB '52
Nancy Weiss Malkiel AM '66, PHD '70, BF '77
Emily Mann AB '74
Karen P. Mann AB '80
Susan A. Manning AB '78
Donna Marie Marcini AB '85
Ethel B. Margolis AB '59
Elizabeth Theiler Martin AB '60
Isabella Edwards Martin AB '64
Lucilla Fuller Marvel AB '57
Elizabeth Allman Massoud AB '87, MBA '93
Harold U. Masters AB '77, EDM '05
Janet Madeleine McKenzie AB '88
Pamela S. McKinney
Joan B. McLane AB '57
Anita Kerbeshian McPherson AB '70
Joan Meschino AB '87
Ellen Messer AB '70
Judith Preble Miller AB '69
Robin Williams Milne AB '53
Paula Mindes AB '68
Charles J. Moizeneau AB '55, AM '61
Kyra Gordon Montagu AB '59
Sally Bishop Montgomery RAD '61
Sandra O. Moose AM '65, PHD '68
Nora E. Morgenstern AB '71
Anne Winthrop Moulton AB '71
Mary Eugenia Hartmann Myer AB '60, MLA '77
Barbara Lamb Narendra AB '56
Suzanne Reed Newton RAD '42
Margaret Wilkins Noel AB '64
Jane E. O'Brien AB '72 and Michael O'Brien
Joan Peters O'Connor RAD '60, AAE '75, ABE '77 and
James M. O'Connor Jr. AB '58
Jacqueline Olds AB '67
Eve Charis Ostriker AB '87
Jefferson Packer AB '96
Rekha D. Packer AB '76, JD '79
Beatrice Mulvehill Palmer HRP '53
Adelisa L. Panlilio AB '69, MPH '88
Elaine D. Papafrangos AB '80
Ruth Marshall Paven AB '50
Clare Peeters AB '94, MBA '00
Cynthia A. Phillips AB '83
Phoebe S. Pierce HRP '56
Janet Ruth Potash AB '72
Ann Pringle-Harris
Miriam Rabkin AB '88
Susan Raffanello AB '95
Helen Martin Raisz AB '48
Mary Backus Rankin AM '58, PHD '66
Abigail Aldrich Record AB '66
Judith Bailey Reed AB '55
Martha Reid AB '68, MAT '70
Lynn Moorhead Riddiford AB '58
Kathleen Coakley Riley AB '80
L. C. Robb-Nicholson AB '72
Carol W. Robey AB '77, MD '82
Christine Duffy Rogers AB '77
Martha McElroy Rojas AB '88
Amanda S. Roncevich AB '88
Claire Pirani Russell AB '55
Eslee Samberg AB '74
Mary Connelley Sandage
Suzanne M. Sato AB '71
Susan Steiner Satz AB '51
Janet Sellman Scarow AB '54
Lois J. Schiffer AB '66, JD '69
Jacqueline Willson Schmidt AB '41
Marjorie Schulman AB '76
Russell K. Schutt  
Heidi L. Schwarzwald AB ’91  
Janet P. Scott AB ’77  
Jean H. Scott AB ’49  
Cecily Cannan Selby AB ’46  
Robin Blumberg Selinger AB ’84, AM ’86, PHD ’89  
and Jonathan V. Selinger AB ’83, AM ’85, PHD ’89  
Deneta H. Sells AB ’92  
Nancy P. Ševčenko BF ’77  
Laura Shapiro AB ’68  
Marcia Kline Sharp AB ’68  
Geraldine Poplack Shohet AB ’56 and  
Stephen B. Shohet AB ’56, MD ’60  
Patricia Shores AB ’94, MBA ’00  
Monica Sifuentes AB ’82  
Dorothy Copeland Silverstein AB ’40  
Mary Laird Silvia AB ’61  
Nina C. Simmons AB ’92, JD ’95  
Ruth Slater AB ’49  
Sarah Carlyle Dublin Slenczka AB ’63  
Betty S. Smith  
Carole D. Smith AB ’68  
Leslie Crocker Snyder AB ’62, HRP ’63 and  
Fredric E. Snyder  
Jane Emma Sommer AB ’64  
Alfred Z. Spector AB ’76  
Janet T. St. Goar AB ’77 and Joseph H. Donovan  
Emilie Steigerwald AB ’92  
Naomi Korn Steinberg AB ’88  
Brita Johnsson Stendahl BF ’62  
Jane Sunderland AB ’78  
Gertrude L. Swedberg AB ’55  
Karen Meyerhoff Sweet AB ’72 and  
Robert W. Sweet Jr. AB ’72  
Mary H. Tambiah AB ’62  
Melissa Bayer Tearney AB ’88, JD ’91  
Ruth Ehrman Tedaldi AB ’73  
Frances Goudsmitt Tessler HRP ’60  
Erika Thomas-Yuille AB ’90  
Thankful Bailey Thornburrow AB ’61, AM ’63  
Sigrid Lemlein Tishler AB ’60  
James W. Toy  
Susan Bagnoli Truman AB ’89  
Priscilla Tsao AB ’84  
Pilar Viladas AB ’77  
Julie G. Wade AB ’75  
Cornelia Tanner Webb AB ’79  
Margaret E. Webber AB ’56  
Marta Weigle AB ’65  
Barbara Carroll Weiler SB ’45  
Kathryn M. Welds PHD ’76  
Lucy Pullen Werner HRP ’61  
Martha Thomas West AB ’63  
Philippa Karmel Wharton AB ’82  
Anna Marie Wichansky AB ’73  
Elizabeth H. Wiltshire AB ’82  
Mary H. Winslow AB ’52, EDM ’57, EDD ’68  
June P. Wolff AB ’58, HRP ’60  
Patricia A. Wynn AB ’67  
Grace Wyshak SM ’56, BF ’78  
Diane C. Zack AB ’78  
Anonymous (5)  
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Karen Everling Abate AB ’90  
Fern Shader Abrams AB ’50  
Lisa Abrams AB ’87  
Janet Abu-Lughod BF ’64  
Martha Ackmann RF ’09  
Janet Kei Adachi AB ’74  
Elizabeth Adams Lasser AB ’82  
Lucy Green Adams AB ’55  
Mary Adebonojo AB ’57  
H. C. Adler AB ’62  
Ellen Robertie Adolph AB ’54  
Ouanza A. Ahanotu AB ’97  
Constance E. Ahara AB ’58, SM ’65  
Yuko Aimi AB ’87  
Ellen Patterson Aisenbrey AB ’74  
Omolara J. Akinbami AB ’89  
Elizabeth Albert AB ’84  
Carolyn K. Aldredge MD ’64, BF ’70  
Karen Carpenter Allan AB ’64  
Robin J. Allan AB ’01  
Carol B. Allen AB ’75  
Catherine Allgor RF ’03  
Robin J. Alt AB ’62  
Damaris Ames AB ’65, AM ’67  
Elizabeth Russo Andrews AB ’50  
Elayne G. Archer AB ’66  
Rose Downes Arnold AB ’36  
Natasha Atkins AB ’76  
Boudinot T. Atterbury AB ’79  
Joan Hibbard Bagley AB ’49  
Susannah Rabb Bailin AB ’84, MBA ’88  
Rachna Dhanda Balakrishna AB ’91  
Ruth Pearlstein Balder AB ’54  
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Joan Bamberger AM ’59, PHD ’67
Patience Outerbridge Banister AB ’67
Anna E. Banks AB ’91, MBA ’98
Jessica S. Banthin AB ’81
Norma Cassell Barfield AB ’74
Joanne E. Barker AB ’78
Jill Hersey Barr AB ’68
Teresa R. Barrera AB ’82
Roseline F. Barron AB ’76
Virginia K. Bartlett
Vaughan Castellanos Barton AB ’55, MAT ’56
Rebecca Bascom AB ’75
Susan Neild Basu AB ’63
Wilhelmina Van Liere Batchelder-Brown AB ’54
Lisa Hunt Batter AB ’79
Cathleen McCollohm Bauschatz AB ’64
Alison Baxter AB ’70
Kathryn Fauss Patton Beal AB ’94
Dorothy Lindsay Beatty AB ’74
H. P. Bedrick
Camille L. Bedrosian AB ’74, MD ’83
Linda Liu Behar AB ’68
Angela M. Belgrove AB ’80
Talah Werbner Bellin AB ’55
Aimee Wilson Bellows AB ’63
Giselle Marguerite Benatar AB ’86
Margaret Thomas Bender AB ’55, MAT ’56
Nancy E. Bennett AB ’72, MD ’79
Jean Bennett AB ’69, MAT ’72
Marian C. Bennett AB ’66
Janet Pinkney Bensick AB ’70
Geetha P. Berera BF ’95
Francesca Pardo Berger AB ’91
Nancy Margolis Berkley MAT ’62
Jessica Fuchs Berkowitz AB ’79
Mary A. Berle AB ’87, EDM ’90
Joan F. Berns
Ann P. Bernstein AB ’80, MBA ’87
Arlene Lezberg Bernstein AB ’61, JD ’64
Nina Bernstein AB ’70
Caroline Franklin Berry AB ’79
Theresa Gordon Beyer AB ’78
Sophie B. Bilezikian AB ’65
Marcia Raine Binney AB ’72 and David H. Binney AB ’74
Nanette Z. Bischoff AB ’91, PC ’91
Ellen B. Bishop AB ’74
Sharon Bishop AM ’66, PHD ’68
Mina Jahan Bissell AB ’63, PHD ’69
James H. Black Jr. MBA ’78
Winifred Young Blacklow AB ’58
Marilyn S. Blackwell
Lisa Jill Blair AB ’87
Janet E. Bloom AB ’80, ALM ’94
Margot Smolens Blum AB ’53
Florence M. Bobleter RAD ’51
Valerie A. Bogdan-Powers AB ’89
Margot Campbell Bogert RAD ’65
Avis Bohlen AB ’61
Carolyn Cook Booth AB ’61
Martha Hopkins Booth AB ’48, MAT ’49
Elizabeth Bradford Borden AB ’62
Julie D. Bornstein AB ’92, MBA ’97
Ann Perkins Bott AB ’56
Ellen Naylor Bouton AB ’62
Marie Helena Bowen AB ’87
Lavea Brachman AB ’84
Susanna K. Bracke AB ’87, MBA ’93
Juliet W. Bradley AB ’74, MBA ’80
Maryjane Githens Bradley AB ’62
Elizabeth King Braucher RAD ’40
Ann-Marie Breaux AB ’88
Laura K. Brecher AB ’87
Joan Corsiglia Breen AB ’82
Mary James Breen AB ’76
Katharine Day Bremer AB ’71
Faye T. Bresler AB ’80
Diana Jean Breslich AB ’68
Barbara Brant Bresnahan AB ’76
Margaret Cowperthwaite Bridge AB ’79
Dorothy A. Brier AB ’51
Marlissa S. Brigget AB ’88
Thomas R. Brome AB ’64
Delma L. Broussard AB ’80, MD ’84
Gillian Geerlings Brown AB ’54
Lorian R. Brown AB ’63
Mary Bugbee Brown AB ’65
Mary K. Brown AM ’65, PHD ’73
Nancy Barrow Brown AB ’53
Sarah Dixwell Brown AB ’73
Susan K. Brown AB ’67
Palmira Brummett BF ’92
Jane Britton Buchanan MAT ’57, BF ’68
Gail Jones Buckley AB ’59
Nancy C. Budiansky
Carolyn C. Burger AB ’91
Shelley G. Burtt AB ’80, PHD ’87
Shail Busbey AB '81
Ann Farist Butler AB '51
Jane Beals Butler AB '54
Julia Unverferth Butler AB '52
Severene M. Bylin AB '64
Helen Lewis Cackener MAT '50
Eva Orlebeke Caldera AB '85, JD '89 and
Louis E. Caldera JD '86, MBA '86
Megan B. Callahan AB '95
Cambridge Plant & Garden Club
Andrea L. Campbell AB '88, RF '13
Elizabeth Anne Campbell AB '87
Viola Irene Canales AB '79, JD '89
Joan Canzanelli AB '55
Sarah K. Carnahan AB '82
Suzanne Justice Carr AB '55
Alison Sondhaus Carroll AB '82
Kirsten Lindemann Carroll AB '86
Irma Crocetti Carter HRP '58
Mary Dixie Carter AB '92
Anna Johns Carvalho AB '76, SM '80
Jean M. Casselberry AB '76
Elowyn Castle RAD '62
Lucia Lu skin Cate AB '50, MCP '68
Courtney Borden Cazden AB '46, EDD '65
William H. Chafe AB '62
Carol Chandler AB '62
Maria Y. Chansky AB '89
Elaine R. Chapman AB '68
Carol Pearson Chappelear HRP '62
Lavinia B. Chase AB '68
Gloria Wong Chau AB '85
Michele Chausse RS '00
Monica Chavez-Silva AB '89
Holly Cheever AB '71
Julie North Chelminski RAD '58
Agnes H. Chen AB '95
Betty Y. Chen AB '87
Lin Hwei Chen AB '82
Mich M. Chen AB '85
Charlotte T. Child AB '51
Susan F. Child RS '75, MLA '81
Carla P. Childs AB '70
Nancy J. Chodorow AB '65, RF '02
Ruth Elise Chodorow AB '73
Renee Diane Chotiner AB '70, JD '74
Peggy P. Chou AB '87
Kelly A. Christiano AB '88
Cheryl Clark AB '75, PHD '83
Linda Loeb Clark BF '80
Virginia Clarke HRP '53
Lindsay Livingston Clarkson AB '73
Christina E. Clayton AB '69
Mary E. Clutter
Kendalle Cobb AB '92
Sara Q. Cobb AB '76
Linda C. Coffin AB '73
Barbara S. Cohen AB '63
Elena N. Cohen AB '79 and Steven Ritz
Esther Rotenberg Cohen HRP '53
Marilyn L. Cohen
Meryl Mann Cohen AB '56
Robert L. Cohen AB '77
Sandra K. Cohen AB '74, MD '78
Vanessa E. Coke Cohen AB '96
Jane Fishburne Collier AB '62, BF '89 and
George A. Collier AB '63, PHD '68
Mark M. Colman AB '83, MBA '87
Elizabeth Nields Colonna AB '62
Sarah F. Colt AB '92
Jean Comaroff BF '82, RF '03
Anne Morss Combs AB '58
Tanya Fedoruk Cook AB '87
Susan Cooke AB '76
Margaret D. Cooley AB '61
Alice Pepper Cooper AB '59, MAT '60
Marilyn Bronstein Corkin AB '46
Deborah Vogel Cornwell AB '80
Alice M. Cort AB '76, MD '80
Janice Drew Costa HRP '58
Margaret Farris Courtright AB '65
Mary E. Coyle AM '59, PHD '67
Mary Thomas Crane AB '79, AM '82, PHD '86
Lucy Black Creighton AM '52, PHD '69
Martha W. Crommett AB '51
Paula Budlong Cronin AB '56
Cynthia Crowley McC1intock AB '82, MBA '86
Maureen Crowley AB '84
Katherine L. Cullinan AB '64
Nancy Boone Curley AB '52
Eustacia Purves Cutler AB '48
Maureen Cieplak D'Ascanio AB '80
Nanayaa Dadson SB '92, SM '93, PHD '98
Dorothy Israel Daetsch AB '49
Margot S. Damaser AB '87 and
Malia Rachel Lewis AB '87
Adair Dammann AB '79, MPA '00
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Anamarie Huerta Franc AB '95 and Benjamin Franc
Kimberly Francois AB '81
Fred A. Franklin AB '54, AM '56, PHD '62
Sharon Bradford Franklin AB '86
Leigh R. Fraser AB ’93, JD ’96
William B. Freedberg AB ’64
Ann E. Freedman AB ’68
Tomas Friedlander and Tomas Friedlander
Tanya Ryk Friedman AB ’94
Cyril Levin Friend AB ’39
Akiyo Fujii AB ’82
Susan Fukushima AB ’68
Alice Kinzler Fuld AB ’61
Joan D. Fuller AB ’50, LLB ’54
Marie-Louise Fulweiler AB ’71 and
Douglas F. Allen Jr. AB ’71
Sarah Bogle Gable AB ’61
Linda Lurie Gaines AB ’69
Lauren K. Galit AB ’92
Susan Goldman Galler AB ’74
Maria L. Gambale AB ’95
Janet Patton Gardiner HRP ’57
Judith Kegan Gardiner AB ’62
Phyllis Gardiner AB ’78
Ann M. Gardner AB ’84
Alisa Lynn Gardner-Todreas AB ’88
Richard L. Garwin
Vittoria G. Gassman AB ’75
Kathryn E. Geissinger AB ’80
Ellen Frances Gesmer AB ’71
Barbara Heard Gladney AB ’57
June Levinson Glaser HRP ’58
Carol R. Glauberman AB ’75, JD ’78
Liane C. Glazer AB ’91, MD ’98
Julie Anne Goetze AB ’59, MAT ’60
Ethel Caro Gofen MAT ’59
Joan Marlow Golan AM ’72, PHD ’76
Diane R. Gold AB ’72, MPH ’87
Janet Wolk Gold HRP ’56
Dorothy Reich Goldberg AB ’62
Muriel Freedman Goldberg AB ’52
Judith Katzin Golden AB ’60
Sibyl R. Golden AB ’75
Deborah A. Goldfine AB ’85
Merle D. Goldman AM ’57, PHD ’64, BF ’66
Helen Tunik Goldstein AM ’51, PHD ’56
Melinda Vickrey Golub AB ’70
Frances Buhrig Goodman AB ’52
Stephanie R. Goodman AB ’88
Anne Rachel Gordon AB ’80
Florence S. Gordon
Judith A. Gottlieb AB ’60, AM ’64
Barbara S. Graham EDM ’81, EDD ’89
Debra S. Graham AB ’88, MBA ’93
William F. Gratz
Dorcas Gill Gray AB ’68
John C. Gray AB ’64, LLB ’67
Sharon Weiner Green AB ’60
Patricia Marks Greenfield AB ’62, PHD ’66, BF ’87
Rachel A. Greenfield MBA ’81
Ruth Nicoll Greenwood AB ’46
Leslie Burrage Greer AB ’73
Cordelia T. Grimm AB ’81
Leslie E. Grissom AB ’72
Deborah Stern Groberg AB ’54
Renie Yoshida Grohl AB ’72
Claire K. Grossman AB ’83
Sarah Groves AB ’73
Elise J. Gudeman AB ’93, MPP ’96
Jessica Stedman Guff AB ’82, AM ’82
Margaret Morganroth Gullette AB ’62, PHD ’75, BF ’87
Jill E. Gustafson AB ’80
Dorothy J. Guth AB ’88 and Eric Holtz
Jane I. Guyer BF ’86
Ji Ye Ha AB ’16
Linda Zane Haan AB ’75
Ann T. Habener
Ruth A. Hafter HRP ’57
Frances Shachat Hakim AB ’69, AM ’71
Robert La Bret Hall AB ’69
Alice Milmed Haller AB ’68
Judith P. Hallett AM ’67, PHD ’71
Alasdair H. Halliday AB ’82
Marcia J. Hamelin AB ’80
Allegra J. Hamman AB ’77
Mary Mead Hammond AB ’75, JD ’79
Mareta Catherine Hamre AB ’85
Diane Kerr Hancock AB ’63
Janet Tarachow Handelman AB ’60
Judith Hanlon AB ’69
Kathryn C. Harper MPA ’90
Susan N. Harper AB ’80
Emily S. Harris AB ’75
Jane Harris HRP ’62
Ann W. Harrison
Joyce Nolan Harrison AB ’79
Patricia L. Harriss AB ’67
Ann Snyder Harrod HRP ’61
Frances L. Harrold AB ’52
Cary Smith Hart AB ’68
Angelica Spykman Harter AB ’56
Joan Harvey AB ’70
Katherine Zeitlin Haskell AB ’79, AM ’83
Sharon M. Hayes AB ’88
Elizabeth R. Hayford AB ’62, AM ’64
Andree M. Hayum AM ’60, PHD ’68
Inez Kathleen Hedges AB ’68
Michael H. Heim AM ’66, PHD ’71
Priscilla Smith Heim AB ’52
Judith Moscow Heimann AB ’57
Susan M. Heiser and Gregory A. Heiser
Julie Kitzes Herr AB ’67
Catherine V. Herridge AB ’87
Marcia Edelstein Herrmann AB ’74 and
   Jeffrey C. Herrmann AB ’73, SM ’75, PHD ’83
Ann Myers Hershfang AB ’56
Nancy Sproull Highbarger AB ’71 and
   Steven T. Highbarger
Margaret R. Higonnet BF ’96
Jean Hall Hinckley AB ’57
Daniella E. Hines-Harris AB ’85
Emily M. Hodges AB ’66
Joanna Bailey Hodgman AB ’54
Jennifer Bruch Hogan AB ’82
Marie Montamat Hoguet AB ’69, MAT ’72
Kathrynhok AB ’90
Katharyn Saltonstall Hok AB ’56
Louisa Holland AB ’80
Deming Pratt Holleran AB ’65
Holly C. Holter AB ’71
Adriana K. Holy AB ’83
Wade S. Hooker AB ’63
Cynthia Adams Hoover MAT ’58
Anne E. Hope AB ’86
Caroline Parker Hoppin RAD ’59, MAT ’67 and
   Frederic G. Hoppin Jr. AB ’56
Dorothy Jeanne Horns AB ’72
Joan R. Hornsby AB ’62
Suzanne L. Horowitz AB ’60
Joan Elizabeth Horrigan MAT ’53
Aileen Colvin Horton AB ’82
Erica Horwitz AB ’74
Sarah E. Houck AB ’41
Amory Houghton Jr. AB ’50, MBA ’52
Jennifer M. Howard AB ’84
Mary Thomas Howard AB ’79
Sondra Wieland Howe MAT ’61
Elaine C. Hubbard BF ’75
Brenda C. Huggins
Carolyn Hughes AB ’54
Nancy Ellen Hugo AB ’58, MAT ’61
Ann Halliday Hulbert AB ’77
Nancy Arkelyan Huntington AB ’55
Patricia M. Hurtado AB ’80
Diana Susan Hurwitz AB ’87
Anne K. Hussey BF ’74
Olivia Helena Zanft Hutchinson AB ’89
Merle D. Hyman AB ’73
Winifred Prince Hyson AB ’45
Hauwa Ibrahim RF ’09
Holly A. Idelson AB ’85, JD ’99
Eva Neubauer Jacob AB ’55, AM ’59
Deborah S. Jacobs AB ’81, MD ’87
Ellen Marie Jakovic AB ’82, JD ’85
Julie Jeffrey AB ’62
Audrey Aronson Johnson HRP ’60
Claire Broido Johnson AB ’95, MBA ’02
Elizabeth Finn Johnson AB ’82
Karen M. Johnson AB ’69
Lois Christine Johnson AB ’86
Willene Jones Johnson AB ’68
Shaunna D. Jones AB ’99
Yvonne Dianne Jones AB ’71
Virginia Sara Jordan AB ’65, SM ’66
Mary Lou Joyner AB ’51
Elise I. Junn AB ’82
Barbara Kagan AB ’52
Mary Carson Kahl AM ’60, PHD ’69, BF ’72
Leslie Sabina Kalnajs AB ’64
Iva C. Kalus-Bystricky AB ’86
Betsy A. Kaplan
Angela Karikas AB ’74
Carey Adina Karmel AB ’79
Joy Schlesinger Kasson AB ’66
Mary Fainsod Katzenstein AB ’66, BF ’89
Ruth S. Kearns AB ’62
Mary P. Keating AB ’84
Marie Louise Keem AB ’88, EDM ’96
Elizabeth J. Keen RAD ’59
Joan Keenan AB ’45, HRP ’47
Janet H. Kelley AB ’60, HRP ’61, MBA ’66
Elizabeth Anne Kellogg AB ’72, PHD ’83
Linda K. Kerber RF ’03
Jessica McBee Kerrigan AB '92
Amalia D. Kessler AB '94
Barbara Healey Killian AB '53
Helen B. Kim AB '82
Gabrielle Stevens Kimmel AB '61
Maryanne King AB '70
Kate Page Kirby AB '67
Mayra Kirkendall-Rodriguez AB '88
Frances Kissling RF '08
Cynthia B. Kittredge MDV '84, THM '89, THD '96
Margaret Galland Kivelson AB '50, AM '51, PHD '57, BF '66
Eileen R. Kleiman AB '79 and Peter A. Lurye AB '79
Hilary B. Klein AB '79 and Michael A. de St. Hippolyte AB '78
Julia M. Klein AB '77
Susan Bean Kline AB '67, MAT '69
Theodora Klissas AB '85
Nancy Knowlton AB '71
Regina M. Koch AM '61, PHD '64
Yolanda K. Kodrzycki AB '74
Celeste Koeleveld AB '86
Barbara Meyers Koerber AB '54
Monica D. Kohler AB '88 and Pedro J. Pizarro AB '87
Christopher A. Kojm AB '77
Janet B. Korins AB '88, JD '91
Phoebe Richter Korn MAT '56
Trix Kout BF '71
Karen J. Krag AB '76
Vicki Weisberg Kramer AM '62, PHD '67
Kristina Krendl AB '76
Dana Robinson Krumholz AB '76
Shu-chuang Kuan AM '45, PHD '48
Joan Hyde Kummer AB '48
Regina Kunzel RF '01
Rebecca Jane Kurth AB '83
Patricia Arscott La Farge AB '53
Mildred Hooper La Fontaine AB '72
Alison Wheeler Lahnston AB '63
Ellen Lake AB '66
Kamala Shirin Lakhdir AB '86
Julie Weill Landau AB '53 and
Henry J. Landau AB '53, AM '55, PHD '57
Renée M. Landers AB '77 and
Thomas L. Barrette Jr. AB '77
Jean Harmon Langenheim BF '63
Elizabeth L. Langhorne AB '67
Mary A. Larson AB '86
Rachel K. Laser AB '91
Carol Lasser AM '75, PHD '82
Jeanette Dyal Latta AB '78
Agnes Lau AB '81
Carol Des Roches Laucus AB '58
Yuki Moore Laurenti AB '79
Katharine J. Law AB '57
Jane S. Lawrence AB '62
Susan Elizabeth Laws AB '89, MBA '94
Louise Horgan Leahy AB '52
Laura A. Lechner AB '83
Ida Jean Newton Lee AB '66
Rita Yee Lee AB '78
Sophia Lee AB '73
Linda J. Lees HRP '63
Eleanor Ufford Leger AB '84
Elizabeth A. Leiman AB '81
Sylvia Grossman Lennhoff AM '54
Marjory Reynolds Lennihan AB '48
Lora Bartolet Levin AB '90
Nanette Segal Levinson AB '68, EDM '69, EDD '79
Ellen Chang Lew AB '58
Jane Elkind Lewin AB '56
Dorothy Otnow Lewis AB '59
Joan Loomis Lewis AB '65 and Thomas L. Lewis AB '63
Caroline Louise Lewis Wolverton AB '91, JD '95
Nadja Scott Lilly AB '57
Joan Wright Lindeman AB '46
Lucia Woods Lindley
Ann W. Lingo AB '46
Kate P. Linker AB '72
Jean C. Lipman-Blumen PHD '70
Paul G. Lippert AB '82
Deborah Celia Gordon Litt RAD '74
Jean Hardy Little AB '55
Katharine W. Lloyd AB '70
Anne S. Lombard AB '79
Joanna London AB '61
Judith Long AB '61
Clara St John Longstreth AB '59
Elaine Fraser Loomis AB '39, EDM '41
Alison W. Loren AB '92
Carol M. Losos AB '88
Julie G. Lowenberg AB '62, LLB '66
Rosalyn Sussman Lowenhaupt AB '69
Monique Sullivan Lowitt AB '83
Joanna S. Lu RAD '74, EDM '98
Karen Hsieh Lu AB '86
Beth Edelmann Luay AB '67, AM '68
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Barbara Mooney Muldoon HRP ’61
Susan J. Muller RF ’11
Sheila Herron Murnaghan AB ’73
Lisa Maria Murphy AB ’96
Sharon M. Murphy AB ’89
Victoria Thompson Murphy AB ’60
Lissa Muscatine AB ’76
Lisa Hilde Naef AB ’66
Mary O. Nafzger AB ’62
Anna Nagurney RF ’06 and Ladimer Nagurney
Joyce Matsumoto Najita HRP ’55
Julie Nardone AB ’85, PHD ’93
Mary Danos Nayak AB ’68
Bridget Neale Paris AB ’91
Winifred White Neisser AB ’74
John G. Nelson AB ’62, MBA ’69
Janice E. Nevin AB ’81
New England Farm & Garden Association
Raisa Klemm Newman AB ’54
Eve Ngan AB ’99
Lisa Slater Nicholls AB ’76
Sally E. Nielsen AB ’76, MCR ’81
Catherine Beattie Niewoehner AB ’63, AM ’65
Dorit Low Noether SB ’43
Patricia M. Nolan AB ’80
Pendred E. Noyce AB ’77
Marilyn Abbott O’Brien AB ’53
Lynne Liakos O’Connor AB ’82, MBA ’86
Jean M. O’Halloran RS ’92
Frances Pierson O’Leary AB ’54
Erica N. O’Neal Howard AB ’87
Thomas M. O’Reilly AB ’79
Anne Peterson Ogan AB ’69
Suzan Olsen AB ’58
Jane Rainie Opel AB ’50, HRP ’51
Mark F. Opel AB ’83, MBA ’87
Nina Emerson Opel AB ’50
Nanette R. Orme-Johnson BF ’83
Denise M. Otis AB ’49
Margery K. Otto AB ’74
Jean Tingley Owen AB ’71
Lily Owyang BF ’70
Mary Waldo Page AB ’51
Meredith A. Palmer AB ’73
Anne Hinckley Pankowski AB ’86
Helen J. Park AB ’87, MAR ’92, MLA ’92
Jeannie Park AB ’83
Julie E. Park AB ’93 and Albert S. Colman AB ’94
Phoebe Keith Parsons AB ’62 and
W. S. Parsons AB ’62, JD ’67
Swati Patel AB ’98
Kathryn A. Patrikis AB ’68, MAT ’71
Laurie L. Patton AB ’83
Nancy Lutz Paynter AB ’89
Edith Grossman Pearlman AB ’57
Lisa M. Pearlman AB ’97, JD ’01
Anne Mowry Pearson AB ’65
Ellen Susan Peel AB ’73
Julie Meck Peet AB ’72
Anne Peper Perkins AB ’60
Harriette S. Perlstein AB ’78
Isobel Perry AB ’49
Catherine Vance Perusse AB ’80
Sylvia Wallace Holton Peterson AB ’58
Phuong H. Pham AB ’84
Charlotte DeMonte Phelps AB ’55
Dorothy T. Phinney AB ’53
Paula Pinkston AB ’74, MD ’78, BF ’88
Lauren B. Pittelli AB ’84
Frances Lane Pizer AB ’55
Victoria C. Plaut AB ’96 and
Robert P. Bartlett III AB ’96, JD ’00
Eleanor Susan Pollak AB ’85
Miriam Keltz Pomeranz AB ’85
Anna Pomfret BF ’70
Laura Ponce AB ’95
Lia Gelin Poorvu AM ’64
Virginia S. Popper AB ’76
Susan L. Porter BF ’90
Nancy Robinson Posel AM ’54
Patricia Ann Potter AB ’73
Rhonda Edwards Powell AB ’89
Regene Gronich Prager AB ’67
Aida Kabatznick Press AB ’48
Shirley Press
Anne Sheehan Pressman AB ’50
Morton B. Prince
Princeton University
Sarah M. Pritchard
Ruth Anna Putnam BF ’76
Polly McWhorter Quick AB ’68, AM ’70, PHD ’76
Guy C. Quinlan AB ’60, JD ’63
Frances E. Quin AB ’47
Joan Newlon Radner AB ’65, AM ’67, PHD ’71
Kimberly Sanchez Rael AB ’86
Laura M. Raisty AB ’93
Victoria Post Ranney AB ’60
Barbara Scott Rappaport AB ’58
Sara Miller Rasmussen AB ’87
Marilyn E. Ravicz AM ’55
Anne Raymond AB ’77, BF ’87
Emily Isberg Reardon AB ’73
Joan E. Reardon
Katharine Weston Reardon AB ’67, RS ’90
Maggi-Meg Reed AB ’81 and Michael Schubert AB ’82
Pauline Cross Reeve AB ’82
Joan Smith Reppert AB ’52
Ellen Beth Resnick AB ’86, AM ’87
Ina P. Rhee AB ’95
Penny Rheingans AB ’85
Cheryl A. Sadow AB ’95
Lisa R. Saltzman AM ’91, PHD ’94, RF ’03
Louise Pollak Saltzman AB ’52
Mary Jane Sanders AB ’52
Marlene A. Santiago AB ’95
Gloria Ordover Sapiro HRP ’49
Lucy A. Saxenian AB ’50
Judith S. Schachter AB ’49
Frederick Franklin Schauer JD ’72, RF ’03
Amelie Hains Scheltema BF ’66
Mary Ann P. Rigas AB ’82
Diana L. Rigg AB ’58
Jennifer L. Ritterhouse AB ’92
Jane F. Robens
Marjorie Force Roberts AB ’56
Tracey M. Roberts AB ’88
Elizabeth F. Robinson AB ’43
Nan Senior Robinson AM ’53 and
David Z. Robinson AB ’47, AM ’47, PHD ’50
Stephanie Wahl Robinson AB ’93
Beatrice Lorge Rogers AB ’68
Inez W. Rogerson AB ’61
Julie A. Roin AB ’77
Carole Augenblick Rolfe AB ’79, JD ’83
Nancy G. Roman
Nancy Romeu AB ’84
Priscilla Reynolds Roosevelt AB ’63
Sandra K. Rosenberg AB ’80
Katherine Rosenberg-Wohl AB ’83, JD ’86
Esther Zamore Rosenthal MAT ’62
Marjorie S. Rosenthal AB ’89
Joann Abrams Rosoff AB ’52
Dorothy Ross
Susana Rossberg AB ’67
Jean Clark Roth AB ’61
Laura Maurer Roth AM ’53, PHD ’57
Ellen Rothenberg AB ’72
Susan Saftel Rothenberg AB ’48
Ellen K. Rothman AB ’72
Elisabeth Farber Rubin AB ’56, HRP ’57
Joan V. Ruderman RF ’11
Fath Davis Ruffins AB ’76
Ellen Fitzpatrick Runge AB ’59
Anne Straus Rusk AB ’57
Dale S. Russakoff AB ’74
Deborah French Russell AB ’69
Cheryl A. Sadow AB ’95
Lisa R. Saltzman AM ’91, PHD ’94, RF ’03
Louise Pollak Saltzman AB ’52
Mary Jane Sanders AB ’52
Marlene A. Santiago AB ’95
Gloria Ordover Sapiro HRP ’49
Lucy A. Saxenian AB ’50
Judith S. Schachter AB ’49
Frederick Franklin Schauer JD ’72, RF ’03
Amelie Hains Scheltema BF ’66
Mary Ann P. Rigas AB ’82
Diana L. Rigg AB ’58
Jennifer L. Ritterhouse AB ’92
Jane F. Robens
Marjorie Force Roberts AB ’56
Tracey M. Roberts AB ’88
Elizabeth F. Robinson AB ’43
Nan Senior Robinson AM ’53 and
David Z. Robinson AB ’47, AM ’47, PHD ’50
Stephanie Wahl Robinson AB ’93
Beatrice Lorge Rogers AB ’68
Inez W. Rogerson AB ’61
Julie A. Roin AB ’77
Carole Augenblick Rolfe AB ’79, JD ’83
Nancy G. Roman
Nancy Romeu AB ’84
Priscilla Reynolds Roosevelt AB ’63
Sandra K. Rosenberg AB ’80
Katherine Rosenberg-Wohl AB ’83, JD ’86
Esther Zamore Rosenthal MAT ’62
Marjorie S. Rosenthal AB ’89
Joann Abrams Rosoff AB ’52
Dorothy Ross
Susana Rossberg AB ’67
Jean Clark Roth AB ’61
Laura Maurer Roth AM ’53, PHD ’57
Ellen Rothenberg AB ’72
Susan Saftel Rothenberg AB ’48
Ellen K. Rothman AB ’72
Elisabeth Farber Rubin AB ’56, HRP ’57
Joan V. Ruderman RF ’11
Fath Davis Ruffins AB ’76
Ellen Fitzpatrick Runge AB ’59
Anne Straus Rusk AB ’57
Dale S. Russakoff AB ’74
Deborah French Russell AB ’69
Cheryl A. Sadow AB ’95
Lisa R. Saltzman AM ’91, PHD ’94, RF ’03
Louise Pollak Saltzman AB ’52
Mary Jane Sanders AB ’52
Marlene A. Santiago AB ’95
Gloria Ordover Sapiro HRP ’49
Lucy A. Saxenian AB ’50
Judith S. Schachter AB ’49
Frederick Franklin Schauer JD ’72, RF ’03
Amelie Hains Scheltema BF ’66
Mary Ann P. Rigas AB ’82
Diana L. Rigg AB ’58
Jennifer L. Ritterhouse AB ’92
Jane F. Robens
Marjorie Force Roberts AB ’56
Tracey M. Roberts AB ’88
Elizabeth F. Robinson AB ’43
Nan Senior Robinson AM ’53 and
David Z. Robinson AB ’47, AM ’47, PHD ’50
Stephanie Wahl Robinson AB ’93
Beatrice Lorge Rogers AB ’68
Inez W. Rogerson AB ’61
Julie A. Roin AB ’77
Carole Augenblick Rolfe AB ’79, JD ’83
Nancy G. Roman
Nancy Romeu AB ’84
Priscilla Reynolds Roosevelt AB ’63
Sandra K. Rosenberg AB ’80
Katherine Rosenberg-Wohl AB ’83, JD ’86
Esther Zamore Rosenthal MAT ’62
Marjorie S. Rosenthal AB ’89
Joann Abrams Rosoff AB ’52
Dorothy Ross
Susana Rossberg AB ’67
Jean Clark Roth AB ’61
Laura Maurer Roth AM ’53, PHD ’57
Ellen Rothenberg AB ’72
Susan Saftel Rothenberg AB ’48
Ellen K. Rothman AB ’72
Elisabeth Farber Rubin AB ’56, HRP ’57
Joan V. Ruderman RF ’11
Fath Davis Ruffins AB ’76
Ellen Fitzpatrick Runge AB ’59
Anne Straus Rusk AB ’57
Dale S. Russakoff AB ’74
Deborah French Russell AB ’69
Cheryl A. Sadow AB ’95
Lisa R. Saltzman AM ’91, PHD ’94, RF ’03
Louise Pollak Saltzman AB ’52
Mary Jane Sanders AB ’52
Marlene A. Santiago AB ’95
Gloria Ordover Sapiro HRP ’49
Lucy A. Saxenian AB ’50
Judith S. Schachter AB ’49
Frederick Franklin Schauer JD ’72, RF ’03
Amelie Hains Scheltema BF ’66
Mary Ann P. Rigas AB ’82
Diana L. Rigg AB ’58
Jennifer L. Ritterhouse AB ’92
Jane F. Robens
Marjorie Force Roberts AB ’56
Tracey M. Roberts AB ’88
Elizabeth F. Robinson AB ’43
Nan Senior Robinson AM ’53 and
David Z. Robinson AB ’47, AM ’47, PHD ’50
Stephanie Wahl Robinson AB ’93
Beatrice Lorge Rogers AB ’68
Inez W. Rogerson AB ’61
Julie A. Roin AB ’77
Carole Augenblick Rolfe AB ’79, JD ’83
Nancy G. Roman
Nancy Romeu AB ’84
Priscilla Reynolds Roosevelt AB ’63
Sandra K. Rosenberg AB ’80
Katherine Rosenberg-Wohl AB ’83, JD ’86
Esther Zamore Rosenthal MAT ’62
Marjorie S. Rosenthal AB ’89
Joann Abrams Rosoff AB ’52
Dorothy Ross
Susana Rossberg AB ’67
Jean Clark Roth AB ’61
Laura Maurer Roth AM ’53, PHD ’57
Ellen Rothenberg AB ’72
Susan Saftel Rothenberg AB ’48
Ellen K. Rothman AB ’72
Elisabeth Farber Rubin AB ’56, HRP ’57
Joan V. Ruderman RF ’11
Fath Davis Ruffins AB ’76
Ellen Tremper AM ’65, PHD ’69
Gail Owen Troutman AB ’62
Lucia B. Tsai AB ’86 and Luis A. Enriquez AB ’86
Liliane Solmsen Tuck AB ’60
Marian E. Tucker AB ’69
Deborah B. Tuerkheimer AB ’92
Ursula Reidy Turano AB ’57
Jane L. Turner AB ’74
Mary Frances Turner-Harrington HRP ’50
Betty Mack Twarog PHD ’52
Nana Amma Y. Twum-Danso AB ’94, MD ’98
Letitia W. Ufford AB ’58 and
Charles W. Ufford Jr. AB ’53, LLB ’59
Ingeborg Uhlir
Mary H. B. Ulam AB ’52
Joseph S. Ullian AB ’52, AM ’53, PHD ’57
Detlev F. Vagts AB ’49, LLB ’51
Deborah Mary Valenze AB ’75, BF ’99
Claudia M. Van Der Heuvel AB ’68
Laurance B. Van Meter
Emily Hanke van Zee AB ’64
William J. vanden Heuvel
Catherine Smith Vandyck AB ’68
Susan A. Vassallo AB ’79
Jennifer S. Ver Linden AB ’88
Joan Vermette RS ’93
Herbert F. Vetter
Adele C. Viguera AB ’86, MPH ’03
Amy Elizabeth Vitali AB ’88
Janet Crane Vitkevich AM ’73
Christina P. Volkwein AB ’90
Mary S. von Euler AB ’52
Betsy S. Vourleks AB ’64
Mary Remey Wadleigh AB ’69
Marvalee H. Wake RF ’03
Anthea Waleson AB ’73
Anne Thomson Waller HRP ’43
Margaret Earll Waller AB ’73
John K. Wand AB ’74, MBA ’81
Elizabeth H. Wang AB ’86
Madeline Jie Wang AB ’97
Sarah Tilghman Wardwell RAD ’58
Grace Kennan Warnecke AB ’54
Elizabeth Denny Warner AB ’64
Elizabeth D. Warriner AB ’61, MAT ’62
Zelda Rakowitz Wasserman AB ’56
Cory A. Waters AM ’72, PHD ’75
Jennifer Nash Waters AB ’72, JD ’76
Herbert L. Watkins AB ’85
Barbara M. Watson AB ’81, MPA ’90
Nancy Stimpson Watters AB ’68
Loretta A. Wawrzyniak AM ’46
Holly Reaske Webster AB ’60
Deborah C. Webster-Clair AB ’77
John W. Weidman AB ’68
Linda Mar Weidman AB ’80
Allison Dianne Weinberg AB ’96, MBA ’02
Sylvia Sugarman Weinberg AB ’42
Beverly D. Weinfield AB ’56, MAT ’57
Joan Weinryb AB ’75, EDM ’77
Davis Weinstock II
Margaret Epstein Weinstock AB ’45
Deborah E. Weinstock-Clair AB ’76
Deborah J. Weiss
Elisabeth Swan Weitzel HRP ’59
Patricia A. Welch AB ’81
Susanna Boocock Weld AB ’55
Elizabeth B. Welles BF ’70
Patricia P. Wen AB ’80
Mia Meiko Wenjen AB ’87
Karin M. Wentz AB ’81
Marion Symington Werner AB ’68
Ann E. West AB ’73
Lindsay Butte West AB ’56
Barbara Jay Westergaard AM ’53
D. S. Whipple AB ’71
E. N. Whiting-Cendron AB ’48
Dorothy Oeste Whitlock AB ’68
Jacqueline Whitney AB ’78
Mary Jane Noonan Whitstock AB ’54
Ellen B. Widmer AM ’74, PHD ’81, RF ’03
Hope Williams Wigglesworth AB ’48
Peter G. Wilcox AB ’81
Alexandra L. Wilson AB ’57, BF ’65
Josephine Santoro Wilson AB ’57
Ruth Cooke Wilson AB ’54
Beverly Winikoff AB ’66, MPH ’73
Mary Wiseman Goldstein AM ’63
Michele A. Wittig
Women’s National Farm & Garden Association
Hisun Adelle Won AB ’87
Melinda Ellice Woodward AB ’65
Ellen S. Wormser MAT ’59
Barbara L. Worthley AB ’56
Emily Otis Wurtz AB ’62, MAT ’63, AM ’71
Richard M. Wyner AB ’79, JD ’82
Aileen Alexander Wyse AB '77
DeeAnn Yabusaki RS '97
Cora E. Yamamoto AB '75 and
Jeffrey M. Lepon AB '75, JD '78
Caryl E. Yanow AB '80
Eleanor Helen Yoon AB '90
Sara Yorke AB '63, MAT '64
Cynthia A. Young AB '78
Jeffrianne Susan Young AB '94
John P. Young AB '46
James Youniss RF '02
Catherine Zeien Ysrael-Gomez AB '86
Richard A. Yu AB '82
Kristen Longenecker Zacharias AB '71
Lydia C. Zachariassen AB '62
Elizabeth Zachos AB '84, MAR '90
Mary S. Zemach AB '52
Margaret Zierdt
Gail L. Zivin PHD '72
John Unger Zussman AB '72
Anonymous (8)

Gifts in Honor
Lizabeth A. Cohen RF '02
Dorothy Roberts and Paul Cohen
Marilyn Dunn
Lois Barth Epstein AB '55, MD '59
Phyllis Trustman Gelfman AB '56
Ruth Bocholtz Helman AB '43
Matthew Kurk
John Litwack
Jane Rainie Opel AB '50, HRP '51
Naomi Schwartz Paschoff AB '68
Sarah Polimer Raine AB '40†
Betsy F. Rosenfeld AB '88, JD '93
Dorothy S. Yep

Gifts in Memory
Barbara Blessing Allen AB '52
Sara B. Amatniek
Ruth Finberg Birnbaum AB '10
Joan Shick Miller Carroll AB '53, HRP '54
William J. Dean AB '25, PHD '28
Louise E. Donovan
Michele G. Falkow AB '79
Pattie H. Field AB '23
Claire Powsner Fishman AB '48
Sylvia M. Flashman AB '33
M. J. Folkman MD '57
Lisa Ellen Goldberg AB '73, JD '78
Betsy Emily Witte Gotwals AB '57
Phyllis Studner Grant
E. D. Hoffleit AB '28, AM '31, PHD '38
Ardis James
Patricia M. King AB '59, AM '61, PHD '70
Frances Kolb
Debora Dammann Kramer AB '59
Cornelia Rose Levin AB '53, EDM '55
Dorothy Drew Morrissey Oehmler AB '57
Blanche S. Prince AB '52
Vera Winston Propp AB '57
Yvonne Quinlan AB '64
Cecilia B. Rauch AB '63, MBA '65
Mary C. Raugust AB '54, JD '91
Willamena Parks Rosenberger AB '41
Maurine P. Rothschild AB '40
Arthur Schlesinger Sr.
Frances Byers Schloss AB '57
Elizabeth O. Shenton and Robert Shenton PHD '62
Anne Blake Smith AB '40, AM '51, RS '91
Elva Idesta Statler
Nancy Bruce Fulton Storer AB '47
Nancy H. Weaver AB '51
Marion Shirley Mountain Welds
Maurice Wilson Welds
Kathleen Fahey Weller AB '37

Matching Company Gifts
American Express Foundation
BD (Beckton, Dickinson and Company)
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
Chevron
Chevron Humankind
Church & Dwight Company Incorporated
Cisco Sysems, Inc. Matching Gifts
David and Lucile Packard Foundation
Eaton Vance Management
Edison International
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fidelity Foundation
GEICO Philanthropic Foundation
Harris and Eliza Kempner Fund
IBM International Foundation
Ingersoll-Rand Company
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
John Hancock Financial Services, Inc.
McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc
Merck Company Foundation Matching Gifts  
MetLife Foundation  
Microsoft Corporation, Matching Gifts  
Pfizer, Matching Gifts  
Sanofi-Aventis  
Scholarship Fdn o/b Lockheed Martin  
Securian Foundation  
Sony Corporation of America  
The Coca-Cola Foundation, Inc.  
The Prudential Foundation  
Verizon Foundation  
Xerox Corporation

**Pledge Payments**

Terrie F. Bloom AB ’75, MBA ’81 and  
Bradley M. Bloom AB ’75, MBA ’79  
RoAnn Costin AB ’74 and  
James N. Bailey AB ’69, MBA ’72, JD ’73  
Diana L. Nelson AB ’84  
Melanie M. Niemiec AB ’71, MBA ’75 and  
David W. Niemiec AB ’72, MBA ’74  
Sandra C. Peinado AB ’79 and  
Arnold B. Peinado III AB ’78, MBA ’81, JD ’82  
Rauch Family Living Trust  
William A. Shutzer AB ’69, MBA ’72 and  
Fay L. Shutzer  
Richard J. Sterne AB ’68  
Leah Joy Zell AB ’71, AM ’72, PHD ’79

**Ann Radcliffe Society**

Valerie Ann Abrahamsen MTS ’79, THD ’86  
Frances Pass Addelson AB ’30  
Elaine Debbie Ammerman AB ’66  
Barbara Beatley Anthony AB ’50  
Charlotte Chi’u-Fang Bedford AM GSA ’60, GSA ’65  
Joseph Auerbach AB ’38, LLB ’41  
Linda Johnson Barnhart AB ’55, MAT ’72  
Julia Gittes Belshaw AB ’78  
Joan Bentinck-Smith AB ’47, AM ’51, PHD ’58  
Caroline Franklin Berry AB ’79  
Cynthia Brott Biasca AB ’48  
Elaine Kotell Binder AB ’60  
Susan Storck Binger AB ’53  
Winifred Young Blacklow AB ’58 and  
Robert S. Blacklow AB ’55, MD ’59  
Helen E. Blumen AB ’71  
Catherine Eck Blumenfeld AB ’59  
Marian Storrs Bodden AB ’54, EDM ’56  
Judith Farris Bowman AB ’61  
Jane Carpenter Bradley AB ’49 and John M. Bradley  
Elizabeth Harman Brainard AB ’54  
Ann Wagner Brandon AB ’66  
Constance Hammond Branscomb AB ’61  
Margaret deBeers Brown AB ’65  
Janet Olive Buckingham AB ’38  
Rosalie Skolnik Budnoff AB ’49  
Mary Lothrop Bundy AB ’46  
Susan Hilles Bush AB ’55, AM ’57, PHD ’68, BF ’77  
Kathryn E. Cade AB ’70  
Phyllis Freeman Calese AB ’49  
Laura L. Calhoun AB ’68  
Brenda H. Canedy AB ’54  
Mary van Abshoven Chatfield AB ’58, MBA ’72  
Helen Bettman Cohen AB ’69  
Barry J. Cohen AB ’74, JD ’77, MBA ’77 and  
Joyce K. Cohen  
Jean Wright Cohn AB ’50  
Cynthia G. Colin AB ’54  
Elizabeth Babbott Conant AM ’53, PHD ’56  
Margaret Groome Cooke AB ’58  
Margaret D. Cooley AB ’61  
Pamela Cooper-White AM ’80, MDV ’83, PHD ’83  
Julie E. Coryell AB ’65, AM ’68  
Mary E. Costanza AB ’58  
Ariane Genillard Cowley AB ’87  
Helen M. Crossley AB ’42  
Judith Slater Cytroen AB ’55  
Shirley B. Daniels AB ’48  
Margaret B. Davis AB ’53, PHD ’57  
Amey Amory DeFriez AB ’49  
Susan Harrington DeVogel AB ’71  
Victoria J. Dodd AB ’70  
Sally Faith Dorfman Sirota AB ’71  
Cynthia Codrington Dorgan AB ’46  
Heather Jane Dubrow AB ’66, PHD ’72, BF ’88  
Robert A. Duffy  
Grace Adkins Duren AB ’57  
Harriett M. Eckstein AB ’55  
Ann Rand Eldridge AB ’57, MAT ’59  
Aden L. Evens AB ’88  
Mathea Falco AB ’65  
E. Gail Falk AB ’65  
Ruth Storey Felton AB ’50  
Susan D. Fischer AB ’67  
Lucy D. Freedman AB ’70, MAT ’71  
Keller Cushing Freeman RAD ’56
Martin S. Fridson AB '74, MBA '76
Eiko Fukuda AB '78
Janet Johnson Fullwood HRP '53
Portia Louise Gage AB '64
Phyllis Trustman Gelfman AB '56
Margaret C. Gilmore AB '68, JD '89
Jean Berko Gleason AB '53, AM '55, PHD '58
Ruth U. Golden AB '39, EDM '58
J. K. Greenacre AB '64, MD '68
Linda J. Greenhouse AB '68
Eleanor Williams Hall AB '45
Jane A. Hammer
Barbara S. Hancock AB '70, GSA '73
Okhoo Hanes AB '78 and Ernest C. Hanes
Susan S. Harding AB '64
Lucia Stein Hatch AB '57
Joy Weisfeld Held AB '64
Kathleen Gregory Henschel AB '70
Carla Barron Hervitz AB '52, LLB '55
Emily M. Hodges AB '66
Faith Mackey Holland AB '49
Bonnie Newman Howard AB '56
Leslie P. Hume AB '69
Marion E. James AM '49, PHD '55
Beverly Maynard Jeffers AM RAD '45
Marilyn P. Johnson AB '44
Virginia Sara Jordan AB '65, SM '66
Priscilla Fieman Kauff AB '62
Carol Brock Kenney AB '69
Elspeth Cantlay Kerr AB '48
Suzanne Hammel Keusch AB '62
Jonathan M. Keyes AB '57
Anne Wilson Kinter AB '49
Lina Toledo Kitsos AB '91
Patricia Baker Koechlin AB '45
Maxine Winokur Kumin AB '46, AM '48, BF '63
Elisabeth Farber Lanzl AB '46, GSA '47
Joyce Chapman Lebra PHD '58
Hee Ja P. Lee
Ruth J. Levine AB '33
Susanne J. Lodgen AB '62
Judith Long AB '61
Margaret R. Loss AB '67
Tamara Joy Lowe
Jorie Lester Mark AB '49
Lucilla Fuller Marvel AB '57
Sylvia Maynard AB '44
Jean Tyback McCarron AB '60, MAT '61
Laura McDill AB '63
Mary Lou Allen McGanney AB '61
Doris Meyer AB '63
Deborah D. Milenkovich AB '58
Linda B. Miller AB '59
Patricia E. Miller AB '61, BF '94
Susan Kay Miller AB '66
Anne Murray Morgan SB '46
Marjorie Hopfmann Morgan AB '45
Eva Steiner Moseley AM '55
Elizabeth Day Moulton SB '46
Sue Lazo Moyer AB '46
Janet A. Murphy AB '46
Suzanne Young Murray AB '62
Maureen Needham-Aldrich AB '60
Madeline Coroniti Nelson AB '67
Virginia Ervin Newes AB '52, BF '94
Bertha Offenbach Fineberg AB '31
Susan Olsen AB '58
Paula J. Omansky AB '56, HRP '57, LLB '62
Raehua Meimei Pan AB '70
Adelisa L. Panlilio AB '69, MPH '88
Jill H. Patel AB '70, EDM '72, MBA '79
Dorit Paul AB '50
Robert L. Pear AB '71
Alice Wood Pepper AB '49, RS '75
Isobel Perry AB '49
Veronica Phoenix Peterson AB '44
Lucille Block Poskanzer AB '55
Abigail Aldrich Record AB '66
Marlene V. Rehkamp AB '82, JD '85
Diana I. Rigg AB '58
Barbara C. Rimbach AB '39, MR '42
Eleanor C. River AB '63, AM '70
Phyllis Rose AB '64, PHD '70
Marjorie Rice Rosenbaum AB '43
Margaret Rothschild AB '65, EDM '84
Marie T. Rotti AB '41
Claire Pirani Russell AB '55
Katharine C. Sachs AB '70
Richard M. Sallick AB '58
June G. Schechter AB '49
Gertrude Wind Scheft AB '46
Alice D. Scheuer AB '50
Nancy Wasserman Schneider AB '70
Elizabeth Coleman Schoeberlein AB '56
Alison K. Schuler AB '69, JD '72
Hertha J. Schulze AM '59
Alice Neville Seeburg AB '49

www.radcliffe.harvard.edu
Nina Gordon Segre AB ’61, MAT ’63
Cecily Cannan Selby AB ’46
Patricia M. Sheehan AB ’45
Nancy-Beth Gordon Sheerr AB ’71
Gilaine A. Shindelman HRP ’61
Jane Aresty Silverman AB ’67
Dorothy Copeland Silverstein AB ’40
Karen J. Simonson AB ’76
Solange P. Skinner
Elisabeth Munro Smith AB ’61
Barbara W. Snelling AB ’50
Margaret D. Stock AB ’85, JD ’92, MPA ’01
Anna Maria V. Storniolo AB ’77
Margaret Auchincloss Strachan AB ’68
Mary Bruchholz Strauss AB ’49
Linda Smith Summers AB ’65
Marcia G. Synnott AB ’61
Susan Anderson Talbot AB ’52
Anne Drachman Tartaul AB ’52
Judge Mary Miles Teachout AB ’67, HLS ’75
Nancy Boxley Tepper AB ’53, LLB ’58
Mary Ellen Thomsen AB ’54
Sheila Tobias AB ’57
Harriet Backus Todd AB ’64
Joseph E. Trimble RF ’01
Constance Trowbridge RAD ’58
Ursula Reidy Turano AB ’57 and Anthony Turano Jr.
Letitia W. Ufford AB ’58
Sandra Macdonald Venning AB ’66
Ruth S. Villalovos AB ’49
Mary Anschuetz Vogt AB ’68 and Evon Z. Vogt III AB ’68
Aileen Ward AM ’42, PHD ’53, BF ’71
Ciji Ware AB ’64
Susan W. Ware AM ’73, PHD ’78
Deborah R. Waroff AB ’70
Katharine Wadsworth Wilson AB ’50
Nancy Lane Wilson AB ’47, AM ’49
Marilyn Ruth Wilt AB ’67
Anne B. Witherby AB ’47
Sandra R. Wolman AB ’55 and
   Eric Wolman AB ’53, AM ’54, PHD ’57
Carol Kain Woodbury AB ’63

† Deceased
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dean's Advisory Council</th>
<th>Schlesinger Library Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susan S. Wallach, Chair</td>
<td>Caroline Minot Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy P. Aronson*</td>
<td>Terrie F. Bloom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine A. Gellert</td>
<td>A'Lelia Bundles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrin Moorhead Grayson</td>
<td>Joan Challinor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie P. Hume</td>
<td>Phyllis Trustman Gelfman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David A. Jackson</td>
<td>Alice Geller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph M. James</td>
<td>Marilyn Wood Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney R. Knafel</td>
<td>Maisie K. Houghton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renée M. Landers</td>
<td>John Wright Ingraham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George M. Lovejoy Jr.</td>
<td>Ralph M. James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Young Murray</td>
<td>Gish Jen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana L. Nelson</td>
<td>Priscilla Fierman Kauff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Mason Niemiec</td>
<td>Barbara Newman Kravitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy-Beth Gordon Sheerr</td>
<td>Diana M. Meehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William A. Shutzler</td>
<td>Paula J. Omansky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prudence Linder Steiner</td>
<td>C. Andrew Pforzheimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Fiedler Stiles</td>
<td>Elizabeth Fleischner Rosenman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Joy Zell</td>
<td>Susan Ware</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Until October 2012